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SEASON POD

THE TALE OF THE TITLE
m With a sixth Drivers’ title, Hamilton led Mercedes to their sixth straight double, eclipsing Ferrari in 2004. 
m By surpassing Fangio’s five, Lewis closed in on Schumacher’s record seven titles from 91 race victories.
m 11 race wins raised his personal tally to 84, Lewis effectively wrapping up the title by the August break.
m Even so, new rivalries, a hard-fought mid-field, and impressive rookies fashioned an exhilarating season.
m Runner-up Bottas won four, but the burgeoning Hamilton/Verstappen/Leclerc rivalry added the real spice.
m Ferrari sensation Leclerc, winner at Spa and Monza, conspicuously outscored Hamilton 7/5 for poles.
m Leclerc, F1’s 108th race winner and Ferrari’s youngest-ever at 21, outshone Sebastian Vettel decisively.
m Another error-strewn season by Vettel resulted in a single race victory and only fifth in the championship.
m Ferrari endured a fraught season of missed chances, driver in-fighting, and suspicion over car legality.
m Verstappen beat both Ferrari drivers to third in the championship with his three wins for Red Bull-Honda.
m Honda’s first success since 2006 matched Ferrari’s three, but with 15 wins Mercedes supremacy reigned.
m Without Red Bull, Renault won nothing, but did power Sainz and McLaren-Renault to ‘Class-B’ honours.
m McLaren-Renault’s rediscovery of form reflected badly on Renault, challenged for fifth by Toro Rosso.
m Instead of Ricciardo’s Renault, the only ‘non-Top-3’ podiums went to Toro Rosso (2) and McLaren (1).
m And not forgetting: shiny tyres, and the return of Alfa Romeo, Robert Kubica, and a point for fastest-lap.

2019
Hamilton’s double-six
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RACE POD

Incidentally...
Post race, Mercedes discovered floor damage on 
Hamilton’s car, most likely a kerb, but Vettel’s poor 
race pace remained unexplained; McLaren will 
have wept when Sainz’s Renault blew while all 
four Honda-powered cars finished; both Williams’ 
finished, last and lapped; the new aero to promote 
overtaking was indeterminate at Melbourne, but 
may yet prove fruitful; the point for fastest lap 
spiced up the closing stages.

The first Q3 lap by Bottas was a cracker, so when Hamilton dug deep to snatch pole, 
Valtteri must have groaned inwardly. But it’s race day that counts and Bottas made 
a perfect start, the polesitter not as good. And that was that, Bottas driving away 
from Hamilton, gradually at first then absolutely flying in his second stint. He beat the 
reigning champion by 21s, asserting his newfound authority on the penultimate lap by 
adding the new fastest lap bonus point, 0.477s quicker than Lewis. Hamilton fended 
off a determined attack from Verstappen to complete a Mercedes 1-2, Max’s podium 
the first for the new Red Bull-Honda combo, and for the Japanese power unit after four 
years of hybrid heartache. But what of winter testing season favourites Ferrari? Vettel 
finished P4 almost a full minute behind Bottas, Leclerc on his tail instructed to hold 
station. Vettel’s early lap 13 stop didn’t pay off for him - or for Hamilton who followed 
to counteract the undercut threat - the Ferrari’s race pace fading such that Verstappen 
passed him for P3 on lap 31. But for team orders Leclerc would have done so on lap 50. 
Magnussen and Hülkenberg vied for best of the rest, the Haas always in charge. On 
his Renault debut, local boy Ricciardo was out-qualified by Hülkenberg and eliminated 
before the first corner. Rookies Norris, Russell and Albon acquitted themselves well, 
Lando qualifying P8. After seven years and 139 races, Kubica returned.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION amilton, Mercedes, 1m 20.486s 
(0.112s), 237.194kph, 147.385mph
LAPS 58 x 5.303 km, 3.295 miles
DISTANCE 307.574 km, 191.117 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/17
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Bottas 1-22, 25-58 (56); Verstappen 
23-24 (2)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-22 P1, 23-24 P2, 25-58 P1
FASTEST LAP Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 25.580s (lap 57), 
223.075kph, 138.612mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Bottas 26, Hamilton 18, Verstappen 15, 
Vettel 12, Leclerc 10

1 V Bottas Mercedes              1h 25m 27.325s 2 1  sh
2 L Hamilton Mercedes –20.886s 1 1  sh
3 M Verstappen  Red Bull-Honda –22.520s 4 1  sh
4 S Vettel Ferrari –57.109s      3 1  sh
5 C Leclerc Ferrari –58.230s     5 1  sh
6 K Magnussen Haas-Ferrari –1m 27.156s 7 1  sh
7 N Hülkenberg Renault –1 lap 11 1  sh
8 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap    9 1  sh
9 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap 16 1  mh
10 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 15 1  mh

AUSTRALIAN GP Melbourne Valtteri Bottas
17 March 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 215.954kph, 134.187mph

Race 998
Round 1/21

Mercedes still in command  
as Bottas conquers his  

2018 demons

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Ferrari rediscovered the superiority apparent in 
pre-season testing, gaining 0.5s over Mercedes on 
the straights alone. But having locked out the front 
row, Ferrari fallibility handed Mercedes a second 
successive 1-2 result. Despite the heartbreak, 
Leclerc, the youngest Ferrari driver since Ricardo 
Rodriguez in 1961, recorded his first pole, podium 
and fastest lap. Strong, gusting winds affected 
many drivers, perhaps including Vettel.

Hamilton may have won an entertaining cut-and-thrust race, but it was Leclerc who 
starred. In only his second race for Ferrari, the youngster outgunned his illustrious 
teammate in practice, in qualifying and in the race… but not the start. Indeed the 
second-youngest pole-sitter ever (Vettel youngest!) completed lap one P3. Leclerc 
then put his head down, overtaking Bottas on lap 2 and Vettel for P1 on lap 6. Holding 
a 10s lead and just 11 laps from a brilliant maiden victory, a sudden loss of power 
added 5-6s to his lap times, only saved from plummeting to P4 by a late SC as both 
Renaults exited simultaneously from P6 and P10 with (different) engine maladies. It 
was a lucky win for Hamilton, but he was there to pick up the pieces, not Vettel. Slow 
starting Hamilton overtook Bottas on lap 2 then undercut Vettel for P2 on lap 15. His 
second stint on softs was the wrong call, Vettel retaking P2 on lap 23. Lewis hung on 
grimly, and once on mediums attacked Seb, now on similar rubber. On lap 37, fighting 
wheel-to-wheel, Lewis passed Seb around the outside at turn 4 at which point Vettel 
unaccountably spun, finishing P5 after an extra stop for fresh tyres and nosecone. 
The double-retirement for Renault on lap 53 brought rookies Norris and Albon first 
points for P6 and P9 respectively, the race finishing under the SC. Having nearly pipped 
Verstappen for P5 in Q3, Magnusson’s race pace proved “hopeless”, tumbling to P13.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 27.866s (0.294s), 
221.737kph, 137.780mph
LAPS 57 x 5.412 km, 3.362 miles (Race completed under 
the SC)
DISTANCE 308.238 km, 191.530 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Darkness falling, hot but cooling, dry
LAP LEADERS Vettel 1-5, 14 (6); Leclerc 6-13, 15-47 (41); 
Hamilton 48-57 (10); SC 55-57 (3)
WINNER’S LAPS 1 P4, 2-13 P3, 14 P4, 15 P3, 16-22 P2, 
23-34 P3, 35-36 P4, 37 P3, 38-47 P2, 48-57 P1
FASTEST LAP Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 33.411s (lap 38), 
208.575kph, 129.602mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Bottas 44, Hamilton 43, Verstappen 27, 
Leclerc 26, Vettel 22 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 34m 21.295s 3 2  ssm
2 V Bottas Mercedes –2.980s 4 2  sms
3 C Leclerc Ferrari –6.131s      1 2  smm
4 M Verstappen  Red Bull-Honda –6.408s 5 2  smm
5 S Vettel Ferrari –36.068s 2 3  smms
6 L Norris McLaren-Renault –45.754s 9 2  sms
7 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –47.470s     8 2  sms
8 P Gasly  Red Bull-Honda –58.094s 13 2  ssm
9 A Albon Toro Rosso-Honda –1m 2.697s 12 2  ssm
10 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 3.696s 14 2  smm

BAHRAIN GP Sakhir Lewis Hamilton
31 March 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 196.007kph, 121.793mph

Race 999
Round 2/21

Heartbreak for Leclerc,  
howler by Vettel as Ferrari 

fritter victory

2019
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RACE POD

Incidentally...
A 1-2 result for the three opening races in a season 
hasn’t been seen since Williams-Renault ruled 1992. 
Yet Mercedes are not nearly that dominant. The 
Scuderia makes them look as such by needlessly 
shedding points, yet more in China. Ferrari are 
already trailing by 31 points Drivers’ and 57 
Constructors’, tough margins to recoup against 
a team in such superb form, and led by the new 
points leader in search of a sixth title!

At the 1000th race, Mercedes stamped their authority on the 2019 championships 
with a third successive 1-2 finish. Reigning champion Lewis Hamilton coupled his name 
to this landmark event by beating pole-sitter Valtteri Bottas off the line, then driving 
a fast, faultless race to his 75th career victory. It sounds easier than it was. Lewis had 
to dig deep to get himself onto the front row, struggling during practice to match the 
speed of the on-form Bottas. At their second stop on lap 36, Mercedes demonstrated 
their superlative teamwork by double-stacking, a high risk option performed superbly. 
Holding a speed advantage down one of the longest straights on the calendar, the 
Ferraris were never far behind and tried everything to keep in touch with the Silver 
Arrows. This included team orders, Leclerc, having beaten Vettel off the grid, asked to 
cede P3 on lap 11. His strategy disrupted, Charles fell prey to Verstappen for P4. Red Bull-
Honda never had winning pace but played a smart ‘spoiler’ role in the race. First Max 
attempted an ambitious undercut pass on Vettel for P3 on lap 17, then an early second 
stop forced the front-runners to follow suite and secured P4. Finally, a late stop for softs 
by Gasly denied Vettel the fastest lap bonus point. By out-qualifying Hülkenberg and 
finishing a best of the rest P7, albeit lapped, Ricciardo looked more himself, while Albon, 
starting from the pit lane following a hefty FP3 accident, impressed with P10.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 31.547s (0.023s), 
214.355kph, 133.194mph
LAPS 56 x 5.451 km, 3.387 miles
DISTANCE 305.066 km, 189.559 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Overcast, warm, dry
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-56 (56); VSC 1-2 (2)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-56 P1
FASTEST LAP Gasly, Red Bull-Honda, 1m 34.742s (lap 
55), 207.126kph, 128.702mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 68, Bottas 62, Verstappen 
39, Vettel 37, Leclerc 36 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 32m 6.354s 2 2  mhm
2 V Bottas Mercedes –6.552s 1 2  mhm
3 S Vettel Ferrari –13.744s 3 2  mhm
4 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –27.627s 5         2  mhm
5 C Leclerc Ferrari      –31.276s      4 2  mhm
6 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –1m 29.307s 6 3  shms
7 D Ricciardo Renault –1 lap     7 1  sh
8 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap 12 1  mh
9 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap 13  1  mh
10 A Albon Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap     20 (PL) 1  sh

CHINESE GP Shanghai Lewis Hamilton
14 April 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 198.727kph, 123.483mph

Race 1000
Round 3/21

Hamilton wins 1000th race  
to take points lead

RACE 1000, Chinese GP: Somehow it seemed appropriate that Hamilton should win F1’s 1000th race. 
By season’s end, the five-time champion had added yet another title to his remarkable tally.
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Hall of Fame

Races 901-1000
Era Wins

Drivers*

Hamilton 51

N Rosberg 19

Vettel 13

Ricciardo   7

Verstappen 5

* 7 winning drivers, 3 new

 
Constructors*

Mercedes 74

Ferrari 14

Red Bull 12

* 3 winning constructors, none new

 

Chinese GP 2014 – Chinese GP 2019

Era gamechanger
Mercedes F1 W05

Race of the era
Race No. 979 

2018 Chinese Grand Prix 

All-time Wins
Drivers 

M Schumacher 91

Hamilton 75

Vettel 52

Prost   51

Senna 41

Constructors

Ferrari 235

McLaren 182

Williams 114

Mercedes 90

Lotus **81

* Including two for Team Enstone Lotus

Era race ratings
Gold 11

Silver 37

Bronze  51

Black 1

White –

Lewis Hamilton

Nico Rosberg
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RACE POD

Incidentally...
Unlucky to lose certain victory last year, this was 
retribution for Bottas. Mercedes have only dropped 
three points this season whereas Ferrari, never that 
far off, seem unable to get their act together. Surely 
the Scuderia will strike back in Spain where such 
impressive pre-season testing form was displayed. 
Friday’s FP1 was abandoned when a manhole  
cover lifted, causing serious underfloor damage  
to the unfortunate Russell’s Williams.

Led by Leclerc, Ferrari dominated practice yet ended up P3 and P10 in qualifying, 
Charles crashing out from Q2 at the perilous turn 8. It left the way open for Mercedes to 
lockout the front row and record a fourth successive 1-2 result. Hamilton had the speed 
for pole but a poor first sector handed it to Bottas. Their race duel was engrossing rather 
than thrilling, but had its moments. Making the better start, Lewis fought hard for the 
lead through the opening corners, both drivers very fair, Lewis later wondering too fair? 
Hamilton then stalked Bottas, the widest gap 4.8s, until on lap 41, the VSC over, Lewis 
put the hammer down closing 2.8s in 7 laps to reach DRS range. But a wide corner exit 
on the penultimate lap, and a fortuitous backmarker tow for Valtteri, brought a splendid 
victory for the fast, faultless Finn, reclaiming the points lead. Once again Ferrari, team 
and drivers, squandered points. If Leclerc hadn’t stuffed it in the barriers in Q2, he might 
well have won from pole. Instead, an overlong first stint on ‘mediums’ condemned him 
to again finish P5 behind Verstappen who, before the VSC, threatened Vettel for P3. At 
least Leclerc’s dubious strategy enabled a late second stop to deny Bottas fastest lap. 
A podium finisher last year, Pérez drove strongly to a best of the rest P6, heading up a 
double-points finish for Racing Point. Double points too for McLaren-Renault, making 
nil points for beleaguered Renault appear even more disturbing.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 40.495s (0.059s), 
215.043kph, 133.621mph
LAPS 51 x 6.003 km, 3.730 miles 
DISTANCE 306.049 km, 190.170 miles 
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/16
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Bottas 1-11, 32-51 (31); Hamilton 12 (1); 
Leclerc 13-31 (19); VSC 40-41 (2)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-11 P1, 12 P2, 13 P4, 14 P3,  
15-31 P2, 32-51 P1
FASTEST LAP Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 43.009s (Lap 50), 
209.795kph, 130.360mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Bottas 87, Hamilton 86, Vettel 52, 
Verstappen 51, Leclerc 47 

1 V Bottas Mercedes 1h 31m 52.942s 1 1  sm
2 L Hamilton Mercedes –1.524s 2 1  sm
3 S Vettel Ferrari –11.739s 3 1  sm
4 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda   –17.493s 4 1  sm
5 C Leclerc Ferrari –1m 9.107s 8 2  mss
6 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 16.416s 5 1  sm
7 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1m 23.826s 9 1  sm
8 L Norris McLaren-Renault –1m 40.268s 7 2  sms
9 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 43.816s 13 1  sm
10 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap 19 1  sm

AZERBAIJAN GP Baku Valtteri Bottas
28 April 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 199.852kph, 124.182mph

Race 1001
Round 4/21

Retribution for Bottas as 
Mercedes open the season  

with a record fourth 1-2

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Vettel had to go for glory at turn 1, but the ensuing 
flat-spot ruined his first stint, the pitwall slow to 
order Leclerc past his ‘limping horse’. But ultimately 
Ferrari just weren’t quick enough, unable to even 
attack Verstappen for P3 after the SC, Max taking 
third from Seb in the points table. The strong, 
reliable race pace for Red Bull-Honda bodes well 
for Max at upcoming Monaco, former team-mate 
Ricciardo triumphing last year. 

At the scene of Ferrari’s stella pre-season test, Mercedes scored a fifth successive 1-2 
result. Bottas took pole but Hamilton won the start and led the race comfortably from 
start to finish. Yet another error-strewn Ferrari performance assisted Verstappen to the 
final podium step. Up against the all-time record pole-winner, Bottas landed a pole 
hat-trick with an unbeatable first lap in Q3, gapping Hamilton by a hefty 0.634s. There 
were suggestions that Lewis had a battery issue, just as VB complained of a clutch 
problem when beaten off the start-line. Bottas did well not to spin at turn 1, pincered 
by Lewis on the inside and a tyre-smoking Vettel attempting the long way around. 
Verstappen from row 2, having split the Ferraris in Q3, annexed P3 by sweeping 
around the outside of turn 3 as Vettel recovered from his lock-up. And that’s how they 
finished. Hamilton’s fast, assertive drive seemed intended to send a message to Bottas, 
his lead 9s by the 2nd stint. On release from a lengthy SC, on fresh tyres fitted under 
the yellow, Lewis set a spectacular fastest lap to secure the coveted extra point. Red 
Bull’s defeat of Ferrari was indicative of another poor showing, fumbled pitstops and 
questionable tyre strategy adding to their woes. Haas threw away points when their 
drivers clashed post-SC, but Magnussen still finished best of the rest from home hero 
Sainz, starting P12, then Kvyat impressing with some passes. And Renault? Nil points.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 15.406s (0.634s), 
222.236kph, 138.091mph
LAPS 66 x 4.655 km, 2.892 miles
DISTANCE 307.104 km, 190.826 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-66 (66); SC 46-52 (7)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-66 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 18.492s (lap 54), 
213.499kph, 132.662mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 112, Bottas 105,  
Verstappen 66, Vettel 64, Leclerc 57 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 35m 50.443s 2 2  sms
2 V Bottas Mercedes  –4.074s 1 2  sms
3 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –7.679s 4 2  ssm
4 S Vettel Ferrari –9.167s 3 2  smm
5 C Leclerc Ferrari –13.361s 5 2  shm
6 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –19.576s 6 2  sms
7 K Magnussen Haas-Ferrari –28.159s 8 2  sms
8 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –32.342s 12 2  sms
9 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –33.056s 9 2  smm
10 R Grosjean Haas-Ferrari –34.641s 7 2  sms

SPANISH GP Cataluña Lewis Hamilton
12 May 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 192.258kph, 119.463mph

Race 1002
Round 5/21

At the circuit Ferrari  
dominated in testing, Lewis 
leads a fifth Mercedes 1-2 
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RACE POD

Incidentally...
Numerous tributes were made for the passing of 
Niki Lauda in the week leading up to the Monaco 
GP. The affection and respect for the great Austrian 
champion and twice Monaco winner was palpable. 
Hamilton, pointing to his red ‘Niki’ helmet design, 
dedicated “The hardest race I’ve ever driven” 
to Lauda, adding that by persuading him to join 
Mercedes, Niki was responsible for taking him  
from one-time to multiple champion. 

Six from six for Mercedes but no 1-2 this time. Hamilton dug deep to beat Bottas to 
pole, then led all the way hounded by Verstappen, less than 1s behind for almost 64 
laps. Starting on ‘softs’, the front-runners used a lap 11 SC to switch tyres. Mercedes 
mistakenly fitted ‘mediums’, and by stacking Bottas allowed Verstappen to get ahead. 
But the release was unsafe, Max penalised 5s. Now he had to use his ‘hard’ tyre 
advantage to pass Hamilton and pull a winning lead. TV viewers were kept enthralled 
by Lewis’s team radio, repeatedly insisting that the flawed tyre choice could never 
last the distance. But with front tyres shot, pressure from Verstappen immense, Lewis 
didn’t crack even on lap 76 when right-front touched left-rear as Max made to pass 
into Nouvelle Chicane. But that was the only attack he could muster. His 5s penalty 
relegated Verstappen to P4, Hamilton’s tyre-saving pace keeping the top four in close 
order. Vettel finished P2, out-qualified by the Dutchman and never a threat in the race. 
Seb also crashed in FP3. The SC was for Leclerc, shedding debris from a flailing tyre 
punctured in a lap 9 tangle. Charles was attempting to progress from his P15 start 
after a disastrous team misjudgement eliminated him from Q1. Bottas took P3 despite 
replacing a tyre damaged in the pits clash with Verstappen. Sainz was a superb P6 for 
McLaren, Toro Rosso scored double points, while last year’s winner finished P9.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c3/c4/c5)

POLE POSITION Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 10.166s 
(0.086s), 171.211kph, 106.385mph
LAPS 78 x 3.337 km, 2.073 miles
DISTANCE 260.286 km, 161.734 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Cloudy, hot, dry with a few rain spots
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-78 (78); SC 11-14 (4)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-78 P1
FASTEST LAP Gasley, Red Bull-Honda, 1m 14.279s (lap 
72), 161.730kph, 100.494mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 137, Bottas 120, Vettel 82, 
Verstappen 78, Leclerc 57 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 43m 28.437s 1 1  sm
2 S Vettel Ferrari –2.602s 4 1  sh
3 V Bottas Mercedes –3.162s 2 2  smh
4 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda  –5.537s *    3 1  sh
5 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –9.946s       8 (-3)   2 sms
6 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –53.454s 9 1  sm
7 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –54.574s 7 1  sm 
8 A Albon Toro Rosso-Honda –55.200s 10 1  sm
9 D Ricciardo Renault –1m 0.894s 6 1  sm
10 R Grosjean Haas-Ferrari –1m 1.034s *  13 1  sm
    *Including 5s penalty

MONACO GP Monte Carlo Lewis Hamilton
26 May 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 150.928kph, 93.782mph

Race 1003
Round 6/21

Hamilton’s against  
the odds victory  

“for Niki”

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Regardless of the decision itself, some believing 
the Steward’s should have ‘let them race’, another 
Vettel blunder prevented the Scuderia kick-starting 
its season. With Bottas lapsing too, Hamilton’s 
early grip on the championship tightened with his 
fifth victory, seventh in Canada. Even he wasn’t 
devoid of problems, an FP2 crash and overnight 
hydraulics issue. Ricciardo was elated to qualify P4 
and keep Bottas at bay for many laps.

With 22 laps to go and under intense pressure from Hamilton, race leader Vettel slid 
wide at the turn 3/4 chicane, took to the inside grass runoff, but managed to regain the 
track. Yet by moving further across onto the racing line, he caused Hamilton, overtaking 
for the lead, to brake heavily to avoid being forced into the outside wall. Nine laps 
later Vettel was penalised 5s for rejoining the track unsafely. A furious Seb claimed the 
narrow track left him “nowhere to go”; Lewis via radio called the move “dangerous”, 
while the Stewards took account of ‘steering movements’ after the Ferrari regained the 
track. Onlookers just felt cheated by a controversial ending to a titanic duel. Vettel had 
snatched pole - his first in 17 starts - from Hamilton with a truly stunning lap to narrowly 
lead the first stint. Once on ‘hards’, Lewis took 10 laps to close down 5s, harrying the 
Ferrari from lap 39 until Seb’s lap 48 gaffe. In the closing laps Lewis was again in DRS 
range but the Ferrari had a straight-line speed advantage and he didn’t need to risk 
a pass, the race was won. Of the rest, Leclerc had a lonely run to start and finish P3; 
Bottas next, starting P6 after a Q3 spin; then Verstappen P5, starting even further back 
having unluckily lost out through Magnusson’s hefty red flag Q2 crash; the Renault 
pair came next for their first double-points finish, followed by Gasly and Stroll. The 
hometown boy grabbed his chance to shine, the Frenchman didn’t.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c3/c4/c5)

POLE POSITION Vettel, Ferrari, 1m 10.240s (0.206s), 
223.513kph, 138.884mph
LAPS 70 x 4.361 km, 2.710 miles
DISTANCE 305.270 km, 189.685 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Vettel 1-25, 33-70 (63); Hamilton 26-27 
(2); Leclerc 28-32 (5)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-25 P2, 26-27 P1, 28-32 P3, 33-70 P2
FASTEST LAP Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 13.078s (Lap 69), 
214.833kph, 133.491mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 162, Bottas 133, Vettel 100, 
Verstappen 88, Leclerc 72 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 29m 7.084s 2 1  mh
2 S Vettel Ferrari                                –3.658s *    1 1  mh
3 C Leclerc Ferrari –4.696s 3 1  mh
4 V Bottas Mercedes –51.043s 6 2  mhs
5 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –57.655s 9 1  hm
6 D Ricciardo Renault –1 lap 4 1  sh
7 N Hülkenberg Renault –1 lap 7 1  sh
8 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –1 lap 5 1  sh
9 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap 17 1  hm
10 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 10 1  mh
    *Including 5s penalty

CANADIAN GP Montréal Lewis Hamilton 
9 June 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 205.527kph, 127.708mph

Race 1004
Round 7/21

Vettel finishes first but 
Hamilton wins amid  
penalty controversy
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Incidentally...
That a short, sharp skirmish between four lapped 
cars for P7 was the most spectacular part of the 
race caused an outcry about ‘the show’ within the 
deepest realms of F1. Was it cars, tracks, tyres, 
rules, the allocation of money, everything and 
anything was up for censure in the soul-searching 
aftermath. But fear not. F1, any sport, periodically 
produces a snooze-fest. Keep watching. The next 
one could be sensational.

A race of two parts. ‘Part one’ saw Hamilton give the rest a driving lesson until a lap 
50 VSC briefly interrupted his unerring progress towards his sixth win of the season, 
Mercedes’ eighth. ‘Part two’ was the three laps after the VSC as four cars produced 
some entertaining rough-and-tumble as they squabbled to claim a lapped P7. And that 
sums up the 2019 French GP. Bottas had looked the quicker Mercedes in practice and 
early qualifying but in Q3 was blown away by Hamilton and again in the race. Lewis’s 
superior tyre management was evident from the way he pulled away more strongly 
in the latter stages of each stint. By lap 46 the gap was 12.5s rising to 18.0 at the flag 
when a misfire afflicted Bottas and gave Leclerc a sniff at snatching P2. Behind the 
podium three, Verstappen trailed in a further 16s behind, grid order undisturbed until 
P5. This was Vettel, recovering from P7 after his poor Q3 display and denying Hamilton 
a ‘grand slam’ by taking fastest lap with a late stop for ‘softs’. McLaren’s Norris and 
Sainz started a splendid P5 and P6. Sainz got ahead at the start and Vettel passed 
them both within a few laps, but they were still on for a big-points double-finish until, 
with 20 to go, worsening hydraulic ailments affected Norris. By his final lap Ricciardo, 
Räikkönen and Hülkenberg were on him, Dan receiving a first penalty for forcing 
Norris off at the chicane, and a second one for an off-track pass on Räikkönen.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 28.319s 
(0.286s), 238.127kph, 147.965mph
LAPS 53 x 5.842 km, 3.630 miles
DISTANCE 309.690 km, 192.432 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-53 (53); VSC 50 (1)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-53 P1
FASTEST LAP Vettel, Ferrari, 1m 32.740s (Lap 53), 
226.775kph, 140.911mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 187, Bottas 151, Vettel 111, 
Verstappen 100, Leclerc 87 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 24m 31.198s 1 1  mh
2 V Bottas Mercedes –18.056s 2 1  mh
3 C Leclerc Ferrari –18.985s 3 1  mh
4 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –34.905s 4 1  mh
5 S Vettel Ferrari –1m 2.796s 7 2  mhs
6 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1m 35.364s 6 1  mh
7 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap 12 1  mh
8 N Hülkenberg Renault –1 lap 13 1  hm
9 L Norris McLaren-Renault –1 lap 5 1  hm
10 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –1 lap 9 1  mh

FRENCH GP Paul Ricard Lewis Hamilton
23 June 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 219.846kph, 136.605mph

Race 1005
Round 8/21

Hamilton dominates  
dull and dreary  

French GP

Incidentally...
So, Red Bull-Honda not Ferrari broke the eight-race 
Mercedes winning streak. After all the McLaren 
misery it was a brilliant breakthrough for Honda in 
their fourth F1 epoch. The shine was slightly taken 
off by Mercedes claiming they had to cruise in the 
heat due to marginal cooling, turning the engine 
down and lifting and coasting for 8% of the lap. 
Whatever, after the stultifying French GP, this was 
exactly the race F1 needed.

Leclerc on pole, Verstappen P2, Norris P5, Giovinazzi P7. Yes, grid penalties were 
involved, notably Lewis for impeding, but F1’s young-guns looked ready to assert their 
presence in Austria. Leclerc and Norris showed first, Charles pulling a 6s lead by lap 21 
while Lando, having briefly held third on lap 1, wound up P6 at the flag to win Class 
B handsomely. But the real story was Verstappen, dropping to P8 at the start. By lap 
10 he was P5 but still 15s behind Leclerc. The leading Ferrari pitted on lap 22 to cover 
Bottas’s stop and that, plus the Scuderia opting to start on ‘softs’, may have cost the 
race. Verstappen’s ‘mediums’ went nine longer and once on ‘hards’ – having disposed 
of Hamilton during Lewis’s slow stop to replace self-inflicted wing damage – the RB15 
began to fly. It was an irresistible charge, each pass accompanied by a roar from the 
‘Dutch’ grandstand. On lap 50 he took Vettel for P3, still 12s behind Leclerc. On lap 56 
Bottas for P2, the gap now 5s with 15 to go. Surely Leclerc/Ferrari weren’t going to 
lose another? On lap 68 Max attacked at turn 3 but Charles re-passed superbly on exit. 
Next lap Max braked deeper beyond the apex, wheels banged and this time the Ferrari 
exited off-track. It was hard, but was it fair? Three hours later the Stewards said it was. 
As for old guard Seb and Lewis, they finished P4 and P5, swopping places towards the 
end, two-stopping Vettel on fresher tyres catching-up after Q3 tech issues.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari,  
1m 3.003s (0.436s), 246.731kph, 153.311mph
LAPS 71 x 4.318 km, 2.683 miles
DISTANCE 306.452 km, 190.420 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/20
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Leclerc 1-22, 32-68 (59);  
Hamilton 23-30 (8); Verstappen 31, 69-71 (4)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-6 P7, 7-8 P6, 9-21 P5, 22 P3, 23-30 
P2, 31 P1, 32-49 P4, 50-56 P3, 57-68 P2, 69-71 P1
FASTEST LAP Verstappen, Red Bull-Honda, 1m 7.475s 
(Lap 60), 230.378kph, 143.150mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 197, Bottas 166,  
Verstappen 126, Vettel 123, Leclerc 105 

1 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda 1h 22m 1.822s 2 1  mh
2 C Leclerc Ferrari –2.724s 1 1  sh
3 V Bottas Mercedes –18.960s  3 1  mh
4 S Vettel Ferrari –19.610s  9 2  shs
5 L Hamilton Mercedes –22.805s       4 (-3) 1  mh
6 L Norris McLaren-Renault –1 lap   5 1  sm
7 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda  –1 lap 8 1  sh
8 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1 lap      19 (-4) 1  mh
9 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap   6 1  sh
10 A Giovinazzi Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap   7 1  sh

AUSTRIAN GP Red Bull Ring Max Verstappen
30 June 2019 Red Bull-Honda RB15 224.150kph, 139.280mph

Race 1006
Round 9/21

“Let them race” decision  
sees Verstappen beat  

Leclerc as young guns star
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Incidentally...
Did Hamilton win a record sixth British GP victory 
– eclipsing Jim Clark and Alain Prost – with a 
lucky SC break? No. He was always committed to 
a one-stop and executed it brilliantly, outpacing 
Bottas and making his tyres last for fastest lap on 
his final tour. Once Bottas chose more ‘mediums’, 
his victory chance was gone. With a seventh win 
from the first ten races, Hamilton’s grip on a sixth 
driver’s title began to tighten.

As though in celebration of a new 5-year contract, Silverstone served up a stirring 
cut-and-thrust race. The Mercedes pair went wheel-to-wheel, Verstappen and Leclerc 
resumed their Austria dogfight, and Vettel harpooned Verstappen. Beating Hamilton 
to pole by 6 milliseconds, Bottas led but couldn’t pull away, passed by Lewis in 
Brooklands/Luffield on lap 4. But Valtteri wasn’t having any of it, instantly retaking the 
lead at Copse, the crowd on their feet. Close pursuit continued until lap 16 when Bottas 
committed to a two-stop with ‘mediums’, leader Hamilton pitting four later to fit ‘hards’ 
under a SC. Despite the harder tyre, over the next 24 laps Hamilton gained 2s on Bottas. 
With 7 to go Bottas pitted for ‘softs’ but made little impression on Hamilton who 
on his final tour emphasised his ascendancy by snatching fastest lap from Bottas on 
32-laps-old hard tyres. Meanwhile, Ferrari and Red Bull squabbled for the final podium 
step, Leclerc and Verstappen battling feistily for over 20 laps, memorably exiting the pits 
side-by-side on lap 14. Leclerc led mainly until losing out to Verstappen under the SC, 
Max now free to chase down Vettel. On lap 37 Verstappen drafted Vettel down Hangar 
straight to pass him around the outside at Stowe. As they entered Vale, Seb braked too 
late, rear ending the RB15. Both cars resumed, Vettel penalised and in for repairs. So 
Leclerc took P3 from Gasly, never far behind, then Verstappen from Sainz.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 25.093s (0.006s), 
249.228kph, 154.863mph
LAPS 52 x 5.891 km, 3.660 miles 
DISTANCE 306.198 km, 190.262 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/17
WEATHER Cloudy, warm, dry
LAP LEADERS Bottas 1-16 (16); Hamilton 17-52 (36); 
SC 20-23 (4)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-16 P2, 17-52 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 27.369s (lap 52), 
242.735kph, 150.828mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 223, Bottas 184,  
Verstappen 136, Vettel 123, Leclerc 120 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 21m 8.452s 2 1  mh
2 V Bottas Mercedes –24.928s  1 2  mms
3 C Leclerc Ferrari                         –30.117s 3 2  smh
4 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –34.692s 5 1  mh
5 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –39.458s  4 2  mmh
6 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –53.639s  13 1  mh
7 D Ricciardo Renault –54.401s 7 2  smh
8 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1m 5.540s 12 1  mh
9 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1m 6.720s 17 2  smh
10 N Hülkenberg Renault –1m 12.733s 10 1  sh

BRITISH GP Silverstone Lewis Hamilton
14 July 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 226.419kph, 140.690mph

Race 1007
Round 10/21

Hamilton hits them  
for six at cut-and-thrust  

British GP

RACE 1006, Austrian GP: Verstappen bangs wheels with Leclerc as he takes the lead on Lap 69, 
the Ferrari forced off track. It was hard, but was it fair? Three hours later the Stewards said it was.
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Incidentally...
Ferrari looked good to lockout the front row but 
technical failures saw them start P10 and P20. 
Hamilton took pole despite illness almost causing 
substitution by Ocon. At their home GP, Mercedes 
celebrated 125 years in Motorsport with a white to 
silver paint job and team members dressed in retro 
attire. Somehow it accentuated the humiliation, 
particularly when both their drivers collided with the 
celebratory trackside advertisements.

In changeable wet weather, it was all about ‘right tyre, right time’ and ‘keep it on the 
black-stuff’. The field switched from wets to inters until Vettel, on lap 23 and playing 
catch-up, went for slicks to trigger an astonishing sequence: lap 25, Verstappen, then 
P3, misguidedly switched to ‘mediums’, spinning 360° on his out-lap without hitting 
anything; lap 27, upwardly mobile Leclerc, P2, chose ‘softs’ but crashed-out helplessly 
on the turn 15 run-off ‘skid-pan’; on lap 28 under the resultant SC, Hamilton with a 9s 
lead chose ‘softs’ but also came to grief at turn 15, rejoining to enter the nearby pit-lane 
improperly for a 5s penalty. He then waited 50s while his unready pit-crew chaotically 
replaced nosecone and tyres. On lap 34, just over halfway, the race resumed with 
Verstappen leading Hülkenberg, Bottas, Albon, Hamilton, Sainz, Räikkönen and Vettel. 
The next SC was for Hülkenberg, spinning away his first podium from 167 starts. Over 
laps 44-47, early calls for slicks shot Stroll briefly into the lead, Kyvat to P3, but Hamilton 
down to P12 after his penalty. The final SC was for Bottas, crashing out from P4 at turn 
1 when chasing Stroll. This SC allowed Vettel in the closing five laps to pass Sainz, Stroll 
and Kvyat to claim P2 from dead last. Despite spinning and a bad start, Verstappen 
handled the conditions best, but Hamilton, notwithstanding a second spin, extended 
his points lead when both Alfas were disqualified for a technical infringement.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Hamilton, Mercedes,  
1m 11.767s (0.346s), 229.442kph, 142.568mph
LAPS 64 x 4.574 km, 2.842 miles
DISTANCE 292.736 km, 181.897 miles (Race  
scheduled for 67 laps but reduced for three  
SC formation laps. Race then started from grid)
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/13
WEATHER Overcast, warm, wet then drying  
from lap 45
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-29, 47 (30);  
Verstappen 30-46, 48-64 (34); SC 3-4, 28-33, 41-45,  
57-59 (16); VSC 15-16, 27 (3)
WINNER’S LAPS 1 P4, 2-3 P3, 4 P4, 5-25 P3,  
26-27 P4, 28-29 P3, 30-46 P1, 47 P5, 48-64 P1
FASTEST LAP Verstappen, Red Bull-Honda,  
1m 16.645s (lap 61), 214.839kph, 133.494mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 225, Bottas 184,  
Verstappen 162, Vettel 141, Leclerc 120

1 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda 1h 44m 31.275s 2 5  wimiis
2 S Vettel Ferrari –7.333s     20 (-10) 5  wisiis
3 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –8.305s 14 4  wisis
4 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –8.966s   15 5  wimiis
5 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –9.583s   7 3  wiis
6 A Albon Toro Rosso-Honda –10.052s 16 4  wisis
7 R Grosjean Haas-Ferrari –16.038s   6 5  wisiis
8 K Magnussen Haas-Ferrari –18.765s 12 6  wisiiss
9 L Hamilton Mercedes –19.667s 1 6  wisisss
10 R Kubica Williams-Mercedes –24.987s 18 5  wiiiss

GERMAN GP Hockenheim Max Verstappen
28 July 2019 Red Bull-Honda RB15 168.043kph, 104.415mph

Race 1008
Round 11/21

Verstappen spins yet wins  
amid Mercedes mayhem  

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Hamilton’s raceday car was faster but pole gave 
Verstappen track position at a notoriously hard-to-
pass track. When Mercedes sprung their surprise 
two-stop strategy Lewis questioned the call, but the 
pitwall believed in him and he didn’t fail, pumping 
in a string of qualifying laps. Intriguingly, if Hamilton 
had passed Verstappen on lap 39, Red Bull may 
well have countered with the same trick, and who 
would predict the outcome then? 

Winning his maiden pole at the 93rd attempt, Max Verstappen became the 
championship’s 100th pole-sitter. From alongside Bottas made a scrappy start, soon 
pitting for a new front wing. His early elimination from the fray, along with the receding 
Ferrari threat, set up a riveting Verstappen v Hamilton duel for victory, their first. Initially 
Hamilton held station 2-2.5s behind, effortlessly closing in for the first pit-stop. Red Bull 
blinked first, pitting Verstappen on lap 25, Hamilton going six longer. Resuming 5s adrift, 
Lewis used his fresher rubber to reach DRS range in just two laps, attacking Verstappen 
on lap 36 and again more purposefully on lap 39. Max successfully defended, Lewis at 
the second attempt taking to the turn 4 runoff. For 10 laps Lewis resumed his watching 
brief 1-2s behind, cooling brakes and cleaning-up tyres for the final assault. Out of the 
blue, the Ferraris nowhere, Mercedes rolled the dice, pitting Lewis on lap 48 for new 
‘mediums’. He rejoined still P2 but with 21s to make up in 22 laps. Hammertime! He 
quickly reduced the gap to 18s to ensure Max couldn’t pit and stay ahead, then for five 
laps it seemed the strategy had failed, the gap holding around 16s. But from laps 58-65 
Hamilton gained 1.777s per lap to breeze past Verstappen with four to go. Max promptly 
pitted for ‘softs’ and the bonus point for fastest lap. The Ferraris finished 3-4 over a 
minute in arrears, the rest lapped, Sainz again P5 for McLaren.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Verstappen,  
Red Bull-Honda, 1m 14.572s (0.018s),  
211.494kph, 131.416mph
LAPS 70 x 4.381 km, 2.722 miles
DISTANCE 306.630 km, 190.531 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Cloudy, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Verstappen 1-24, 32-66 (59);  
Hamilton 25-31, 67-70 (11)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-24 P2, 25-31 P1, 32-66 P2, 67-70 P1
FASTEST LAP Verstappen, Red Bull-Honda, 1m 17.103s 
(lap 69), 204.552kph, 127.102mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 250, Bottas 188,  
Verstappen 181, Vettel 156, Leclerc 132

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 35m 3.796s 3 2  mhm
2 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda            –17.796s 1 2  mhs
3 S Vettel Ferrari –1m 1.433s 5 1  ms
4 C Leclerc Ferrari –1m 5.250s 4 1  mh
5 C Sainz McLaren-Renault        –1 lap 8 1  sh
6 P Gasly Red Bull-Honda –1 lap 6 1  mh
7 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap 10 1  sm
8 V Bottas Mercedes –1 lap 2 2  mhm
9 L Norris McLaren-Renault –1 lap 7 1  sh
10 A Albon Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 12 1  mh

HUNGARIAN GP Hungaroring Lewis Hamilton
4 August 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 193.532kph, 120.255mph

Race 1009
Round 12/21

Hamilton wins spellbinding  
first mano-a-mano  
with Verstappen 
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Incidentally...
Charles Leclerc dedicated victory to friend Anthoine 
Hubert and demonstrated much fortitude on a 
tough day to win under such pressure. Vettel, 
victor last year, has now not won for 12 months 
and 21 races. Following a car rebuild after a heavy 
FP3 crash, and Ferrari’s 0.763s advantage in Q3, 
Hamilton was content with P2, but also recognised 
that superior Mercedes chassis poise and tyre wear 
will offer far less reward at Monza.

Following two near misses, Charles Leclerc won his first Grand Prix breaking Ferrari’s 
2019 duck. But it was a close call and in a subdued atmosphere. The death of Anthoine 
Hubert in Saturday’s F2 support race cast widespread Paddock gloom, celebrations 
muted. Ferrari’s prodigious straight-line speed locked-out the front row. Leclerc, 
invariably quicker and dominant in Q3, led by 3.3s when Vettel pitted on lap 15 to 
forestall an undercut from the closely chasing Mercedes pair. Leclerc pitted on lap 21, 
Hamilton next lap, Vettel assuming P1 but off the pace. On lap 27 he let Leclerc by under 
orders, then Hamilton, having closed in by 10s in eight laps, passed on lap 32 but only 
after losing significant time. His delaying tactics done, Seb pitted for ‘softs’ and fastest 
lap to finish P4. Once unleashed, Hamilton closed the 7s gap to leader Leclerc but only 
gradually. With five to go it was still 5.1s, but as the Ferrari’s tyres began to fade abruptly, 
it went 3.9s, 2.7s, 2.2s, 1.5s, and at the flag 0.9s. Under enormous pressure Leclerc had 
held on, while Hamilton will rue the time lost behind Vettel, who he briefly headed on 
lap 1, and a 3.6s pit-stop, 1.2s slower than the winner. Verstappen eliminated himself in 
a rash turn 1 collision with Räikkönen while Albon, debuting for Red Bull and starting an 
engine-penalised P17, finished P5 after passing Pérez on the final lap and the unfortunate 
Norris, heading for an outstanding P5 when his McLaren hit trouble with one to go.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 42.519s (0.748s), 
245.948kph, 152.825mph
LAPS 44 x 7.004 km, 4.352 miles
DISTANCE 308.052 km, 191.415 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Cloudy, cool, dry
LAP LEADERS Leclerc 1-20, 27-44 (38); Hamilton 21-22 
(2); Vettel 23-26 (4); SC 1-4 (4)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-20 P1, 21 P2, 22 P4, 23 P3, 24-26 
P2, 27-44 P1
FASTEST LAP Vettel, Ferrari, 1m 46.409s (lap 36), 
236.957kph, 147.238mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 268, Bottas 203,  
Verstappen 181, Vettel 169, Leclerc 157

1 C Leclerc Ferrari  1h 23m 45.710s 1 1  sm
2 L Hamilton Mercedes –0.981s 3 1  sm
3 V Bottas Mercedes –12.585s 4 1  sm
4 S Vettel Ferrari                      –26.422s  2 2  sms
5 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –1m 21.325s     17 (-6) 1  ms
6 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 24.448s 7 1  sm
7 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1m 29.657s     19 (-7) 1  ms
8 N Hülkenberg Renault –1m 46.639s     12 (-5) 2  sms
9 P Gasly Toro Rosso-Honda –1m 49.168s 13 1  sm
10 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 49.838s 16 2  sms

BELGIAN GP Spa-Francorchamps Charles Lecerc
1 September 2019 Ferrari SF90 220.662kph, 137.113mph

Race 1010
Round 13/21

Leclerc resists Hamilton  
for maiden win at  

sombre Spa

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Q3 became a dangerous farce when, to gain a 
tow, drivers’ played ‘after you Claude’ leaving eight 
cars timed out for their second run. Vettel not only 
spun but received a 10s stop/go for rejoining the 
track unsafely, finishing P13. The FIA did not even 
investigate Leclerc for dubious conduct in repelling 
Hamilton’s attacks. For the first incident they simply 
showed a B&W warning flag. Such leniency may  
set a dangerous precedent.

For the first time in nine years Ferrari were victorious at Monza. Charles Leclerc 
won from pole under relentless pressure from the Mercedes pair. And when Vettel 
unaccountably spun at Ascari on lap 6, it gave Mercedes the luxury of a split strategy 
– Bottas going 6 laps longer for a late attack on fresher tyres – and left Leclerc to face 
the might of Mercedes alone. Hamilton, his principal opponent, kept within DRS range 
for 18 of their 41-lap duel, the gap never more than 1.589s. Their intense battle ended 
when Lewis’s wilting tyres caused a trip through the Rettiflio run-off, handing P2 to 
Bottas who now took up the chase with 12 to go. But like Hamilton, even with DRS 
he could not challenge the prodigious speed of the Ferrari down the main straight. 
Leclerc had to make a slip… which he did… twice! On lap 23 Leclerc lost time 
overtaking Hülkenberg, Lewis drawing alongside approaching Roggia. But any pass 
was thwarted by the Ferrari forcing the Mercedes onto the grass, for which Leclerc 
received a warning. On lap 36, Leclerc cut Rettifilo and Hamilton was all over him at 
Curva Grande, but again, forceful defense prevailed despite the earlier caution. But 
remember, Leclerc was leading in a Ferrari at Monza. This breathtaking if contentious 
encounter made the rest a footnote. Renault took ‘Class B’ with a strong P4/P5 finish 
while Red Bull came P6/P8, Verstappen starting from the back with engine issues.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 19.307s (0.039s), 
262.962kph, 163.397mph 
LAPS 53 x 5.793 km, 3.600 miles
DISTANCE 306.720 km, 190.586 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/17
WEATHER Sunny with cloud, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Leclerc 1-19, 28-53 (45); Bottas 20-27 (8); 
VSC 29, 31 (2)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-19 P1, 20 P2, 21 P4, 22-25 P3, 26-27 
P2, 28-53 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 21.779 (lap 51), 
255.014kph, 158.458mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 284, Bottas 221, Verstappen 
185, Leclerc 182, Vettel 169

1 C Leclerc Ferrari 1h 15m 26.665s 1 1  sh
2 V Bottas Mercedes –0.835s 3 1  sm
3 L Hamilton Mercedes –35.199s 2 2  sms
4 D Ricciardo Renault –45.515s      5 1  sm
5 N Hülkenberg Renault      –58.165s 6 1  sm
6 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –59.315s     8 1  sm
7 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 13.802s      18 (–1) 1  ms
8 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –1m 14.492s      19 (+1) 2  msm
9 A Giovinazzi Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –1 lap   10 1  sm
10 L Norris McLaren-Renault –1 lap     16 (–2)  1  mh

ITALIAN GP Monza Charles Lecerc
8 September 2019 Ferrari SF90 243.930kph, 151.571mph

Race 1011
Round 14/21

Back-to-back Ferrari winner 
Leclerc ruthlessly defies 

Mercedes at Monza
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Incidentally...
Following his Q3 second run mistake, a P3 start 
fortuitously placed Vettel in a winning position, a 
chance he used extremely well. Inevitably Leclerc 
was upset as his pole and deliberately sluggish early 
race-pace set up the Vettel opportunity. But for the 
Scuderia, the inspired Vettel call turned a probable 
Ferrari 1-3 into a brilliant 1-2 plus a Mercedes 4-5. 
For pre-race joint-favourites Mercedes and  
Red Bull, it was a wake-up call.

Predictions for Singapore were Mercedes/Hamilton v. Red Bull/Verstappen. Few 
expected a Ferrari pole let alone a 1-2 triumph. The Scuderia and its drivers won 
through car development, performance, strategy, and tactics. A massive aero upgrade 
transformed the SF90’s single-lap pace, Vettel ‘winning’ the first Q3 run, Leclerc 
spectacularly the second. From pole Charles led Hamilton, Vettel, Verstappen and 
the rest at a controlled race-pace that bunched the field, the potential ‘back-traffic’ 
neutralising any Mercedes undercut. Instead, on lap 19 Ferrari were first to pit Vettel 
to undercut Hamilton and pre-empt Verstappen, Leclerc brought in the following lap. 
The potent 3.9s undercut swept Seb ahead of Charles, the youngster furious to rejoin 
behind his teammate. But once ahead, Vettel dealt far better with the long-first-stint 
mid-fielders such that when he overtook Giovinazzi’s Alfa for the lead on lap 31, 
Leclerc was still P4 behind Gasly. Between laps 36-51 three SCs froze the race, and 
the final 10 saw Seb keep Charles at bay for a Maranello 1-2 and a first hat-trick since 
2008. Mercedes will rue ignoring Lewis’s call to undercut Leclerc and the lap 20 order 
“do opposite to Leclerc”. It left Lewis leading but benefiting little from his 6-lap-later 
stop, Ferrari encountering traffic, or a timely SC. He finished P4 in what was a dull race 
despite some midfield action. McLaren’s Norris drove well to P7 and Class B ‘winner’.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c3/c4/c5)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 36.217s (0.191s), 
189.434kph, 117.708mph
LAPS 61 x 5.063 km, 3.147 miles
DISTANCE 308.706 km, 182.455 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/17
WEATHER Dark, overcast, hot, humid, dry
LAP LEADERS Leclerc 1-19 (19); Hamilton 20-26 (7); 
Giovinazzi 27-30 (4); Vettel 31-61 (31); SC 36-40, 44-47, 
50-51 (11)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-18 P3, 19 P6, 20 P10, 21-22 P7, 23-26 
P6, 27-28 P4, 29 P3, 30 P2, 31-61 P1
FASTEST LAP K Magnussen, Haas-Ferrari, 1m 42.301s 
(lap 58), 178.168kph, 110.708mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 296, Bottas 231, Leclerc 200, 
Verstappen 200, Vettel 194

1 S Vettel Ferrari 1h 58m 33.667s 3 1  sh
2 C Leclerc Ferrari –2.641s 1 1  sh
3 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –3.821s 4 1  sh
4 L Hamilton Mercedes 4.608s 2 1  sh
5 V Bottas Mercedes –6.119s  5 1  sh
6 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –11.663s 6 1  sh
7 L Norris McLaren-Renault –14.769s 9 1  sh
8 P Gasly Toro Rosso-Honda –15.547s 11 1  hm
9 N Hülkenberg Renault –16.718s 8 2  shm
10 A Giovinazzi Alfa Romeo-Ferrari    –27.855s *  10 2  mhs
    *Including 10s penalty

SINGAPORE GP Marina Bay Sebastian Vettel
22 September 2019 Ferrari SF90 156.226kph, 97.074mph

Race 1012
Round 15/21

Vettel ends win-drought  
to lead triumphant 1-2  

and Ferrari hat-trick 

RACE POD

Incidentally...
Against the odds, Mercedes preserved their perfect 
Sochi record: 6 races, 6 wins. Leclerc’s fourth 
successive pole, not seen for Ferrari since Schumacher 
in 2000, left Vettel 0.464s back in P3. Ferrari’s plan 
to get both cars ahead and deny Hamilton the potent 
tow down to turn 2 worked perfectly until Seb 
repeatedly disobeyed orders to return P1 to Charles. 
Later, Leclerc’s undercut resolved it, but Ferrari  
driver relations are distinctly edgy. 

On lap 27 Vettel exited the pits in fourth place close behind teammate Leclerc, the 
Ferrari pair still looking good for a 1-2 finish. But Seb never completed the lap, out with 
MGU-K failure. It triggered a VSC during which the leading Mercedes duo made their 
stops, gaining around 10s and taking command of the race. Speaking later, Mercedes’ 
James Allison used “delicious irony” to describe how Ferrari prompted the VSC that 
brought Mercedes a 1-2 victory. So was it all just luck? No, Mercedes had to do 
something different to beat the faster Ferraris and had cannily qualified on ‘mediums’ 
in order to ‘go long’. It gave Lewis the chance to attack on faster rubber in the closing 
laps or maybe benefit from a SC. The red cars had comfortably led the first stint, Vettel 
taking the lead at the start by first passing Hamilton then drafting past cooperative 
pole-sitter Leclerc. He led by over 4s when Charles made a lap 22 pit-stop. When Vettel 
stopped four later Hamilton, having hung on grimly to the Ferraris, was still nicely in 
contention 4.5s behind Vettel and 20s ahead of Leclerc. But the VSC ended hopes that 
the differing strategies might produce a tight finish. Ferrari then ceded P2 to Bottas by 
switching Leclerc back to ‘softs’, a gamble that failed. After crashing in Q1, Albon did 
well from the pit-lane to finish behind teammate Verstappen. The irony wasn’t lost on 
lap 48 when Albon’s Red Bull-Honda blew past Sainz’s McLaren-Renault for P5.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 31.628s (0.402s), 
229.763kph, 142.768mph
LAPS 53 x 5.848 km, 3.633 miles 
DISTANCE 309.745 km, 192.466 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/15
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry
LAP LEADERS Vettel, Ferrari 1-25 (25); Hamilton, 
Mercedes 26-53 (28); VSC 1-3, 30-32 (6); VSC 28-29 (2)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-21 P3, 22-25 P2, 26-53 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 35.761s (lap 51), 
219.847kph, 136.606mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 322, Bottas 249, Leclerc 215, 
Verstappen 212, Vettel 194

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 33m 38.992s 2 1  ms
2 V Bottas Mercedes –3.829s 4 1  ms
3 C Leclerc Ferrari –5.212s 1 2  sms
4 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –14.210s       9 (–5) 1  sm
5 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –38.348s      20 (PL) 1  ms
6 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –45.889s 5 1  sm
7 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –48.728s    11 1  sm
8 L Norris McLaren-Renault –57.749s 7 1  sm
9 K Magnussen Haas-Ferrari             –58.779s *  13 1  sm
10 N Hülkenberg Renault –59.841s 6 2  sms
    *Including 5s penalty

RUSSIAN GP Sochi Lewis Hamilton
29 September 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 198.448kph, 123.309mph

Race 1013
Round 16/21

“Delicious irony” hands 
Ferrari’s 1-2 to Mercedes
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Incidentally...
Despite Mercedes’ better race pace and tyre life, if 
Ferrari had held track position at the start, Mercedes 
were unlikely to have beaten them on strategy. 
After the first stint, No.44 was quickest around 
Suzuka, Hamilton questioning why he wasn’t better 
placed to win or seal a 1-2. Ironically, his fastest 
lap point brought Mercedes a record sixth straight 
Constructors’ title, and now only a Mercedes  
driver can be 2019 champion.

Saturday track activity was cancelled to allow Typhoon Hagabis to blow through, 
qualifying held on Sunday morning. Contrary to Friday practice form, Ferrari 
unexpectedly locked out the front row, Vettel taking his first pole since Canada. 
Yet within seconds of the off, both drivers destroyed any chance of victory. Vettel 
fluffed his start and was passed by Bottas who went on to win; at turn 2 Leclerc 
collided with Verstappen receiving a 15s penalty, 5s for the incident, 10s for unsafely 
continuing in a car shedding debris. An exasperated Max retired his damaged car 
on lap 14, whereas Charles recovered from last on lap 4 to P6. Having out-qualified 
Hamilton, Bottas blasted from row two to pass Vettel and assertively pull away 
to lead by 6.6s at his first pit-stop and 13.3s at the chequer. His main concern was 
Hamilton running in P3. Would he bring himself into the reckoning by switching to 
a one-stop? No, with ten to go Lewis made a second stop for ‘softs’, chasing Vettel 
down to get within DRS range over the final seven laps. But pass he could not 
although he did crucially set fastest lap. Albon, who matched Verstappen's Q3 lap, 
saved Honda blushes at their home circuit with P4; the excellent Sainz, who held up 
Hamilton for the first two laps, came P5. Both Renaults’ were disqualified from P6, 
Ricciardo and P10, Hülkenberg for a brake-bias irregularity.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Vettel, Ferrari, 1m 27.064s (0.189s), 
240.113kph, 149.199mph 
LAPS 52 x 5.807 km, 3.608 miles (Scheduled for 53 laps 
but reduced due to chequered flag light displayed one 
lap early)
DISTANCE 301.664 km, 187.445 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry, windy
LAP LEADERS Bottas 1-17, 21-36, 43-52 (43); Hamilton 
18-20, 37-42 (9)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-17 P1, 18-20 P2, 21-36 P1, 37-42 P2, 
43-52 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 30.983s (lap 45), 
229.770kph, 142.772mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 338, Bottas 274, Leclerc 221, 
Verstappen 212, Vettel 212

1 V Bottas Mercedes 1h 21m 46.755s 3 2  sms
2 S Vettel Ferrari –13.343s 1 2  ssm
3 L Hamilton Mercedes –13.858s 4 2  sms
4 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –59.537s      6 2  sms
5 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1m 9.101s      7 1  sm
6 C Leclerc Ferrari –1 lap      2 3  smss
7 P Gasly Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 9 1  sm
8 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap    17 2  sms
9 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 14 1  sm
10 L Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap 12 1  sm

JAPANESE GP Suzuka Valtteri Bottas
13 October 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 221.325kph, 137.524mph

Race 1014
Round 17/21

Ferrari commits  
hara-kiri in Japan as  
Mercedes make it six 

Incidentally...
Qualifying P4 and P6, Mercedes were on the 
back foot, Lewis without trusty engineer ‘Bono’, 
Bottas crashing heavily in Q3. Yet they won. Max 
Verstappen should have won from his superb pole. 
But a three-place penalty for not lifting for the 
Bottas Q3 yellow flag; dropping to P9 in the first-lap 
mêlée with Hamilton, and a puncture in a chancy  
lap 4 pass of Bottas left him trailing in P6, 68s back. 
In Mexico, Max blew it big time.

Victory seemed improbable when on lap 1 Hamilton regained the track in P5 after a trip 
across the grass, his car damaged. A dubious squeeze by Vettel on the run down to turn 
1 led to a clash with Verstappen and his off-track excursion, rejoining 9s behind leader 
Leclerc’s pole-sitting Ferrari, Vettel, Albon and Sainz next up. When Albon pitted from 
P3 on lap 14, Leclerc responded to leave Vettel leading Hamilton by 2s, Bottas third, 
and two-stopping Leclerc fourth. Ferrari now held track position and had both strategy 
options covered. To win Mercedes had to try something different. Influenced by the 
times Ricciardo was posting on hard tyres, they switched Hamilton from ‘mediums’ to 
‘hards’ on lap 23. Although it undercut Vettel, it was a high-risk gamble as Hamilton 
had to keep progressively wearing tyres alive for 48 laps. Lewis expressed doubts but 
his team assured him it was doable. With 28 laps to go, Leclerc made his second stop 
from the lead, the order now Hamilton (20-lap old tyres), Vettel (6 laps old), Bottas (8), 
Leclerc on fresh rubber 16s back, tension mounting as the top four closed up to finish 
just 6.368s apart. Leclerc’s challenge was blunted by a slow pit-stop and other minor 
errors, whereas Hamilton just kept on going, smoothly extracting winning performance 
from a damaged car on well worn tyres. Behind the Red Bull’s, local favourite Pérez 
brought joy to the packed stadium section by beating Ricciardo to Class B honours.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 15.204s (0.146s), 
206.525kph, 128.328mph (Verstappen took pole in 1m 
14.758s but was penalised three places for ignoring a 
yellow flag in Q3)
LAPS 71 x 4.304 km, 2.674 miles
DISTANCE 305.354 km, 189.738 miles 
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Sunny with cloud, hot, dry.
LAP LEADERS Leclerc 1-14, 38-43 (20); Vettel 15-37 
(23); Hamilton 44-71 (28); VSC 1-3 (3)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-3 P5, 4-13 P4, 14-15 P3, 16-23 P2, 
24-36 P4, 37 P3, 38-43 P2, 44-71 P1
FASTEST LAP Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 19.232s (lap 53), 
195.557kph, 121.513mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 363, Bottas 289, Leclerc 236, 
Vettel 230, Verstappen 220 

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 36m 48.904s 3 1  mh
2 S Vettel Ferrari –1.766s 2 1  mh
3 V Bottas Mercedes –3.553s  6 1  mh
4 C Leclerc Ferrari     –6.368s 1 2  mmh
5 A Albon Red Bull-Honda     –21.399s 5 2  mmh
6 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –1m 8.807s      4 (–3) 1  mh 
7 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1m 13.819s 11 1  mh
8 D Ricciardo Renault –1m 14.924s  13 1  hm
9 P Gasly Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap 10 2  shm
10 N Hülkenberg Renault –1 lap 12 1  mh 

MEXICAN GP Mexico City Lewis Hamilton
27 October 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 189.239kph, 117.587mph

Race 1015
Round 18/21

Hamilton steals victory 
with improbable gamble as 
Verstappen self-implodes
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Incidentally...
The three teams in the top four were a mere 
one-tenth apart in Q3, but Bottas’s P1 broke a 
Ferrari six-pole sequence. This, plus the perception 
of reduced straight-line speed and poor race pace, 
all conspired to cast a sense of intrigue around the 
Scuderia. For some, the performance drop-off and 
the issuance prior to the race of a FIA technical 
directive on engine fuel-flow rules was simply too 
much of a coincidence to swallow.

A convincing win from pole was not enough for Bottas to keep his slim championship 
hopes alive. A champion’s drive by Hamilton not only secured a ninth 1-2 for Mercedes, 
it sealed his sixth world title in style. The first stint had Bottas edging away from 
Verstappen while Hamilton, having qualified poorly in P5, passed both gripless Ferrari’s 
on lap 1 to set after Max, his RB15 lightly damaged in a turn 1 brush with Bottas. On 
lap 13, with Hamilton now in DRS range, Verstappen pitted, Bottas responding next 
lap from 4s ahead. But Hamilton continued for a further ten, making his single stop 
for hard tyres just before half-distance. The two-stoppers fitted ‘mediums’ on lap 35 
(Verstappen) and 36 (Bottas), rejoining 15s and 9s behind car 44. The chase was on. 
It looked all over for Hamilton when Bottas cut his lead by 3s on his first flying lap, but 
with Lewis slicing through the traffic, it took a further 14 gripping laps for Valtteri to 
engage. After a failed attempt on lap 51, Bottas steamed by next lap for a well-taken 
victory. Hamilton still had Verstappen to contend with but a late waved yellow helped 
him cling onto an against-the-odds P2. Qualifying P2/P3, both Ferraris plummeted 
inexplicably in the early laps, Leclerc finishing 52s back in P4, Vettel out on lap 7 with 
collapsed rear suspension. A turn 1 clash saw Albon adroitly 3-stop from last to P5, 
while Ricciardo pipped Norris for P6, Lando eye-catchingly topping Q1.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c2/c3/c4)

POLE POSITION Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 32.029s (0.012s), 
215.658kph, 134.003mph
LAPS 56 x 5.513 km, 3.425 miles
DISTANCE 308.405 km, 191.634 miles. Track 
unexpectedly bumpy
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/18
WEATHER Sunny, warm, dry. 
LAP LEADERS Bottas 1-14, 24-35, 52-56 (31);  
Hamilton 15-23, 36-51 (25)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-14 P1, 15 P3, 16-23 P2, 24-35 P1, 
36-51 P2, 52-56 P1
FASTEST LAP Leclerc, Ferrari, 1m 36.169s (lap 44), 
206.374kph, 128.234mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 381, Bottas 314, Leclerc 249, 
Verstappen 235, Vettel 230

1 V Bottas Mercedes 1h 33m 55.653s 1 2  mhm
2 L Hamilton Mercedes –4.148s  5 1  mh
3 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –5.002s  3 2  mhm
4 C Leclerc Ferrari               –52.239s   4 2  mhs
5 A Albon Red Bull-Honda –1m 18.038s 6 3  smms
6 D Ricciardo Renault –1m 30.366s 9 1  sh
7 L Norris McLaren-Renault      –1m 30.764s 8 2  shm
8 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1 lap   7 1  sh
9 N Hülkenberg Renault           –1 lap  11 2  hms
10 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap     20 (PL) 1  mh

UNITED STATES GP Circuit of the Americas Valtteri Bottas
3 November 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 197.006kph, 122.413mph

Race 1016
Round 19/21

Bottas leads Mercedes  
1-2 as Lewis seals his  

sixth title in style 

Incidentally...
In both qualifying and the race, Verstappen, Red Bull 
and Honda laid down a marker for 2020. A record 
1.82s pit-stop further evidenced a team operating 
at the top of their game. Mercedes may plead 
that Interlagos altitude caused power deficiency 
and unreliability, and Toto Wolff’s absence those 
dubious calls. Just as Ferrari will be grateful their 
disaster had little at stake. But as a serious 2020 
contender, Max’s odds just shot up.

“Verstappen wins from pole” understates his irresistible victory. To prevail he had to 
pass Hamilton twice. On lap 20, having overtaken Vettel on the opening lap, Lewis, 
1.8s behind in P2, went for the undercut. It worked, assisted by Kubica baulking Max 
as he exited the pits next lap. Hamilton then had to immediately pass Leclerc for P4, 
Charles starting P14 after an engine penalty. This depleted Hamilton’s battery such that 
approaching turn 1 on lap 24 Verstappen with DRS simply breezed past the Mercedes. 
On lap 43 Lewis tried the undercut again, Max responding next lap to re-emerge 
1.5s ahead and all set for victory. Meanwhile Bottas, temperatures rising in repeated 
attempts to pass Leclerc for P5, triggered a lap 54 SC when his engine blew. Verstappen 
instantly pitted from P1, Hamilton instructed to do the opposite. Once the bunched 
field resumed racing on lap 60, Max on new ‘softs’ swept by for a decisive win while 
Lewis on old ‘mediums’ led a train of Albon, Vettel, Leclerc, Gasly, Sainz et al. On lap 
65 Leclerc passed Vettel, Seb retaliating but drifting left once alongside. They touched, 
both Ferraris eliminated. Under another SC, Hamilton pitted from P2 to rejoin behind 
a Honda 1-2-3. With two to go he quickly passed Gasly but punted off the unfortunate 
Albon when he left the door open, a 5s penalty demoting Lewis to P7. So Gasly P2 and 
Sainz P3 each impressively won a first podium, Carlos from P20 after trouble in Q1.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c1/c2/c3)

POLE POSITION Verstappen, Red Bull-Honda,  
1m 7.508s (0.123s), 229.786kph, 142.782mph
LAPS 71 x 4.309 km, 2.677 
DISTANCE 305.879 km, 190.064 miles 
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/16
WEATHER Sunny, hot, dry, windy
LAP LEADERS Verstappen 1-21, 26-44, 49-53, 60-71 
(57); S Vettel, Ferrari 22-25, 45-48 (8); Hamilton 54-59 (6); 
SC 54-59, 66-69 (10)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-21 P1, 22 P5, 23-25 P3, 26-44 P1, 
45-48 P2, 49-53 P1, 54-59 P2, 60-71 P1
FASTEST LAP V Bottas, Mercedes, 1m 10.698s (lap 43), 
219.417kph, 136.339mph
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 387, Bottas 314, Verstappen 
260, Leclerc 249, Vettel 230

1 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda   1h 33m 14.678s 1 3  ssms
2 P Gasly Toro Rosso-Honda –6.077s 6 2  sms
3 C Sainz McLaren-Renault      –8.896s      20 (–20) 1  sm
4 K Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –9.452s     8 2  sms
5 A Giovinazzi Alfa Romeo-Ferrari –10.201s    12 2  sms
6 D Ricciardo Renault –10.541s    11 2  mss
7 L Hamilton Mercedes                         –11.139s *    3 3  ssms
8 L Norris McLaren-Renault      –11.204s   10 2  shm
9 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –11.529s 15 2  sms
10 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –11.931s 16 2  mss
    *Including 5s penalty

BRAZILIAN GP Interlagos Max Verstappen
17 November 2019 Red Bull-Honda RB15 196.823kph, 122.300mph

Race 1017
Round 20/21

Irresistible Max heads Honda 
1-2 as Mercedes mess-up and 

Ferraris collide
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Incidentally...
Before the race Ferrari was at the centre of another 
fuel related controversy, Leclerc racing under 
investigation with the prospect of disqualification. 
There was a difference of 4.88kg between the 
Scuderia’s fuel declaration and the amount an FIA 
random check found in the car. Ultimately, the 
team received a €50,000 fine and Leclerc was 
allowed to keep his podium, but a regrettable  
note on which to end the season.

Pole position, fastest lap, lights-to-flag victory, Hamilton wrapped-up 2019 in 
commanding style. Verstappen and Leclerc fought for the podium, Charles passing Max 
on lap 1, but his two-stop strategy wasn’t even enough to beat a Red Bull-Honda with 
throttle-lag. Starting P20 for an engine change, Bottas nearly caught Leclerc for P3, but 
the real ‘season finale’ excitement came from the mid-field. At stake was ‘best of the 
rest’ in the Drivers’ standings between Gasly, Sainz and Albon, while Pérez, Norris and 
Räikkönen battled for top-10 status. And Toro Rosso just might (but didn’t) snatch P5 
from Renault in the Constructors’. With Gasly and Räikkönen never in it, the McLaren 
pair became the central focus as the race wound down and differing strategies played 
out. On lap 37, Pérez, going long, made his only stop to rejoin 7s behind Norris. By lap 
49 he was in DRS range, Lando on 29-lap older rubber brilliantly holding-off Checo 
until, on the very last lap, he exasperatingly surrendered P7 and with it tenth in the 
championship in his rookie season. Meanwhile Sainz, running P10, needed a single point 
to beat Gasly, and Albon too if Leclerc was disqualified. With tyre wear getting critical, 
he decided to make a second stop for fresh ‘mediums’, dropping to P14 with 13 to go. 
It was a gutsy strategy but worked out brilliantly with a last lap pass on Hülkenberg to 
regain P10. Securing ‘Class B’ was a fitting end to Sainz’s outstanding season.
Pos Driver Car Time/gap Grid (pen) Stops  Tyres (c3/c4/c5)

POLE POSITION Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 34.779s 
(0.194s), 210.958kph, 131.083mph
LAPS 55 x 5.554 km, 3.451 miles
DISTANCE 305.355 km, 189.739 miles
STARTERS/FINISHERS 20/19
WEATHER Sunset, hot, dry, temperature  
falling with darkness
LAP LEADERS Hamilton 1-55 (55)
WINNER’S LAPS 1-55 P1
FASTEST LAP Hamilton, Mercedes, 1m 39.283s (lap 53), 
201.387kph, 125.136mph 
CHAMPIONSHIP Hamilton 413, Bottas 326, Verstappen 
278, Leclerc 264, Vettel 240

1 L Hamilton Mercedes 1h 34m 5.715s 1 1  mh
2 M Verstappen Red Bull-Honda –16.772s 2 1  mh
3 C Leclerc Ferrari      –43.435s 3 2  mhs
4 V Bottas Mercedes –44.379s    20 (–19) 1  mh
5 S Vettel Ferrari                          –1m 4.357s 4 2  shm
6 A Albon Red Bull-Honda      –1m 9.205s   5 1  mh
7 S Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes –1 lap   10 1  mh
8 L Norris McLaren-Renault  –1 lap   6 1  sh
9 D Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda –1 lap    13 1  hm
10 C Sainz McLaren-Renault –1 lap 8 2  shm

ABU DHABI GP Yas Marina Lewis Hamilton
1 December 2019 Mercedes F1 W10 194.710kph, 120.987mph

Race 1018
Round 21/21

Lewis signs off sixth 
championship season with 

grand-slam masterclass

RACE 1017, Brazilian GP: Vettel limps home after the infamous collision with Leclerc that wiped 
out the Ferrari team. It was the culmination of a disastrous season for the four-time champion.
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	 OVERVIEW
m Entering 2019, many reasoned that the fight for championship 

honours between Sebastian Vettel and Lewis Hamilton would 
continue for a third successive season.

m First, Ferrari had performed strongly in pre-season testing. 
Second, in Charles Leclerc Vettel had a new young teammate 
who would take time to settle in at Maranello. Third, Valtteri 
Bottas, chastened by 2018 events, was unlikely to offer 
Hamilton a serious contest.

m Fourth, Verstappen and Red Bull-Honda would be dealing with 
the inevitable teething troubles of a new engine partnership. 
And finally, with new lead driver Daniel Ricciardo, Renault 
might narrow the gap to the ‘big three’ teams, but the most 
likely scenario was podiums not wins.

m The pundits could not have been more wrong.
m Round 1 saw Bottas soundly beat Hamilton; Mercedes won 

the first eight rounds including six 1-2 finishes; Red Bull-
Honda, not Ferrari, were the first to beat Mercedes; Ferrari 
found endless ways to miss winning opportunities; when they 
did eventually win, it was with Leclerc not Vettel; error-prone 
Vettel failed to win until round 15 of 21; rather than podiums, 
Renault even failed to beat resurgent McLaren-Renault to P4 
in the constructor’s championship.

m By the summer break, with eight victories from twelve rounds, 
Lewis had his sixth title effectively wrapped up, 62 points clear 
of nearest rival Bottas.

m But it was a season of two halves. When racing resumed in 
September, Ferrari took six successive poles (one by default), 
a feat unmatched since Schumacher in 2000. They might well 
have won all six races too, but at least rediscovered winning 
form with the three poles they did convert.

m For Hamilton, who won his last two titles by pulverising the 
opposition in the second half of the season, 2019 was a very 
different proposition. Leclerc, Vettel, Bottas and Verstappen 
all took victories in those final nine races, but with three of his 
own he still had them all covered by winning part two with 
163 points from Bottas 128, and Leclerc 132.

m So Lewis joined just three others - Fangio, Schumacher and 
Vettel – as a hat-trick champion, and with six championship 
doubles on the trot, Mercedes beat Ferrari’s record from 2004.

m 2019 season highlights included the 1000th Championship 
Race, an exceptionally hard-fought battle for ‘Class B’ 
honours, and after the snooze-fest that was the French GP,  
a string of exhilarating races. 

m But above all it will be remembered for two names perhaps 
not expected to reach the winners circle just yet, Leclerc  
and Honda. Their 2019 breakthrough makes 2020 a  
mouth-watering prospect.

	 TEAMS, RACES, DRIVERS, RULES & REGS
m The radically new regulations introduced for 2017 had 

made the ‘dirty air’ problem for following cars even worse. 
To help alleviate this, some of the concepts in research for 
2021, notably curtailing aerodynamic outwash, were pushed 
through for 2019.

m This involved a 100mm wider, simplified, full-width front wing; 
restrictions to barge boards and brake ducts, and a 100mm 
wider and 70mm higher rear wing incorporating a more 
powerful DRS system.

m The purpose of the aero changes was to make overtaking 
easier, but it was a moot point whether there was any 
discernable improvement for equally matched cars. 

m The 4mm thinner-tread tyres Pirelli tried last year became 
standard with colour identification and nomenclature 

simplified to hard (white), medium (yellow), soft (red) 
regardless of the compound selected. The five dry tyre 
compounds were now C1 (hardest) to C5 (softest). 

m Car weight was increased by 10kg to 743kg to equalise driver 
weights, and fuel allowance raised from 105kg to 110kg to 
lessen fuel saving ‘lift and coast’. 

m The twenty teams and 21 circuits were unchanged from 
last year, although two teams assumed new names. Sauber 
became Alfa Romeo and Racing Point dropped any reference 
to Force India.

m As for drivers, there were three genuine rookies from F2, 
George Russell, Lando Norris and Alex Albon, the latter the 
first Thai registered driver since Prince Bira in the 1950s. 
Two others were returnees, Antonio Giovinazzi debuting in 
2017, and remarkably Robert Kubica back after an eight-year 
absence. Fernando Alonso was one of those to make way for 
this new driver intake.

m For the first time since 1959, an additional point would be 
awarded to the driver recording the fastest lap in each race.

	 1. MERCEDES: 1st Hamilton, 2nd Bottas 
m With a sixth successive double championship, Mercedes set 

a formidable new record by exceeding Ferrari’s five-in-a-row 
doubles - including six consecutive Constructors’ titles - from 
2000 to 2004. Of the 121 Grands Prix contested over this 
six-season span, the Mercedes win-tally amounted to an 
astonishing 89. 

m Mercedes began 2019 on the back foot in pre-season testing 
but then went on to win the opening eight rounds, finishing 
1-2 in the first five, a level of early-season dominance not seen 
since 1992. 

m Mercedes have ploughed huge resources into the elimination 
of the ‘Diva’ tendencies of 2017, and less frequently 2018, 
caused by failure to keep tyres in the optimum operating 
temperature window. The W10 took a conclusive step in the 
right direction, improving mechanical grip in slow corners 
and under braking and thus kinder to tyres in every phase 
of the race, as well as at bogey circuits such as Hungary and 
Singapore. 

m Mercedes continue to shun the high-rake configuration of their 
principal rivals but the question remains whether this concept 
and development path can last another year before the design 
‘re-set’ offered by the radical 2021 regulations. Abu Dhabi 
suggested it could!

m As a team Mercedes continued to operate at a high level. 
Under Toto Wolff ‘s leadership there was no place for 
complacency or blame within the formidable company culture 
he had engendered.

m In Lewis Hamilton the team always knew they had extracted 
maximum points from any given situation, his never give up 
attitude a galvanising factor. With the trusty Bottas back to 
winning ways, Mercedes were quickly in the ascendancy for 
both championship titles.

m Following two wins from the first four races, Valterri’s tilt at 
the title rapidly subsided in the face of a run of four Hamilton 
victories. It opened a 36-point gap that was impossible for  
the Finn to claw back, indeed by season’s end it had more  
than doubled to 87 points.

m Nevertheless, after much heart-searching over his 2020 driver 
options, Wolff retained Bottas and allowed Estaban Ocon 
to depart the Mercedes fold to join Renault. The wisdom of 
his decision only requires a glance at the Scuderia and the 
disruptive tensions caused by ‘two roosters in the  
same henhouse’.

2019 CHAMPIONSHIP FACTS AND FOLKLORE
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m Of his three seasons with Mercedes, this was Bottas’s most 
successful with four race victories and runner-up in the  
drivers’ championship.

m Eleven more race wins took Hamilton to 84, seven short of 
Schumacher, but he did pinch Michael’s ‘races led’ record, 
raising it to 148. Unusually, as all-time pole-position record 
holder, Hamilton was out-gunned in 2019: Leclerc 7, Hamilton 
5, Bottas 5, Vettel 2, Verstappen 2.

m With a further 15 race victories this year, Mercedes became 
the fourth team to reach a century of Grand Prix wins behind 
Ferrari 238, McLaren 182 and Williams 114. Just five drivers 
have won for the Silver Arrows: Moss 1, Bottas, 7, Fangio 8, 
Rosberg 23 and Hamilton 63. 

m 2019’s array of successes were a glorious way for Mercedes  
F1 to celebrate 125 years in motorsport, their joy only 
tempered by the loss in May of the team’s non-executive 
director Niki Lauda.

	 2. FERRARI: 4th Leclerc, 5th Vettel 
m Celebrating 90 years since Enzo founded SEFAC Ferrari in 

1929 to race Alfa Romeo’s, this was the Scuderia’s first 
season under the leadership of former chief technical officer 
Mattia Binotto. A more positive atmosphere was immediately 
apparent, team morale further boosted by the strong 
performance of the SF90 straight out of the box in  
pre-season testing.

m Which made the unexpectedly poor display at the first round 
in Australia an enormous anti-climax. Worse still, Ferrari didn’t 
land a victory until round 13, although they might have done 
had they grasped their opportunities.

m Arguably, they had a car quick enough to win at least five 
of the 12 rounds in the first half of the season – Bahrain, 
Azerbaijan, Canada, Austria and Germany – but technical 
frailties, strategy blunders, or driver error conspired otherwise. 

m Pundits began to question the wisdom of the car’s concept 
that traded downforce for less drag. This aerodynamic 
efficiency coupled with a powerful engine produced lighting 
quick straight-line performance, but in slow to medium speed 
corners the downforce deficit added lap time.

m A question asked with increasing frequently was whether 
Ferrari could find the right answers for the SF90 with Binotto’s 
vital technical input inevitably diluted by team principal duties.

m The answer came in Singapore, but not before Ferrari had 
already vindicated the SF90’s original design with victory at 
two circuits tailor-made for their low-drag concept, Spa and 
Monza. But next up were the 23 slow to medium corners 
around the Marina Bay street circuit, and that, surely, would 
be a very different matter.

m Ferrari’s shock Singapore victory was remarkable. It centred 
on a major aero upgrade that transformed the front end of the 
car without compromising the low-drag concept, and Sochi 
the following weekend verified the improvement.

m Once Ferrari became a race-winning proposition, the 
simmering rivalry between their two drivers took on greater 
meaning. 21-year-old Leclerc’s de facto number two status 
was apparent from round one when instructed to hold station 
behind four-time champion Vettel. But at the very next race 
he took pole and but for technical gremlins would have won. 
From France, after re-evaluating his approach to qualifying, he 
consequentially out-performed his illustrious teammate nine 
times in succession including five poles.

m Leclerc had declared his intensions from the outset: “I’ve said 
before that I understand it. As a team we need a number 
1 and a number 2. But I will try to change that as soon as 
possible.” And he did, outshining Vettel: 7/1poles, 2/1 wins, 
264/240 points. 

m With his maiden win at Spa, Charles Leclerc became F1’s 108th 
race winner and the youngest-ever for Ferrari, beating the 
record held by Jacky Ickx for over 50 years.

m Suddenly error-prone Vettel was not only fighting for his 
reputation as a four-time champion, but his status as Ferrari’s 
number-one driver. Inevitably things began to turn ugly, 
culminating in the infamous collision that eliminated both  
cars from the Brazilian GP.

m It is hard to envisage how this pairing can deliver the 
championship that Ferrari, and both their drivers, fervently 
crave.

m Another blot on the landscape of Ferrari’s season was 
gathering suspicion over foul play, a notion the Scuderia 
unequivocally refuted. The prodigious straight-line speed of 
the SF90, worth up to 0.8s per lap, provoked other teams to 
clarify from the FIA the legality of potential reasons for it. 
These focussed on fuel-flow and oil-burn.

m Prior to the US Grand Prix, the FIA issued a Technical Directive 
on fuel-flow clarifying what is/is not considered legal. Ahead 
of the Brazilian GP they issued another TD addressing the illicit 
use of flammable liquid in an engine's cooling system, and yet 
again, use of oil in an engine's combustion chambers.

m Following the Brazilian race the FIA investigated three fuel 
systems, one of which was Ferrari’s. The following week a third 
TD instructed teams to fit a second fuel-flow sensor for 2020.

m This matter may not yet be over, but that’s where it rests at 
present, apart from mention of an uncomfortable coincidence. 
From the time the first TD was issued at Austin, Ferrari 
performance appeared to have lapsed somewhat.

	 3. RED BULL: 3rd Verstappen, 8th Albon
m Prior to the summer break, Max Verstappen was within just 

eight points of separating Valtteri Bottas from runner up 
spot in the point’s table. He and Red Bull would have been 
delighted and relieved that their brave if inescapable gamble 
to switch from Renault to Honda power units for 2019 had 
paid such early dividends.

m Honda had worked hard over the winter and, as promised, 
given Red Bull at least the equivalent performance of 
Renault plus the added bonus of improved reliability. Indeed, 
surprisingly for a Newey car, it was the RB15 chassis that the 
team initially grappled with, taking time to get on top of the 
new front wing-regulations.

m The upgrade the team brought to the Austrian GP finally dealt 
with the problems and gave Max a winning car, and Honda 
their first victory in the 90th race since their F1 return. And 
unlike their last one-off success in 2006, two more would 
follow, the third the first Honda 1-2 since 1991.

m But as Verstappen piled up the points with wins and podiums, 
Red Bull felt frustrated that in the Constructors’ standings 
they were still almost 50 points shy of the winless Ferrari. The 
individual scores for each pair of drivers told the tale: Ferrari 
156/132, Red Bull 181/63.

m It was clear that Pierre Gasly, Daniel Ricciardo’s replacement at 
Red Bull, simply wasn’t cutting the mustard. As a RB15 driver 
he would be expected to contribute 8-10 points per race, at 
the very least finishing last of the ‘big-three’ teams. Gasly was 
clearly struggling and the more he tried the harder it got.

m The final nail was Germany when he clashed with Toro Rosso 
driver Alex Albon. Gasly failed to finish while Albon acquitted 
himself well to secure P6 in changeable conditions. In typically 
ruthless Red Bull style, when the season resumed after the 
summer break, Gasly and Albon had swopped seats. After a 
mere twelve races, it was a big ask for rookie Albon and he 
didn’t find it easy, but the difference from Gasly was that he 
invariably delivered 8-10 points per race.

2019
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m The second part of the season saw Verstappen’s points 
momentum fade as Ferrari came on strong and he took a series 
of ‘strategic’ engine grid-penalties in order to use upgraded 
Hondas at key circuits. This strategy didn’t really pay off while 
Max had to endure watching Charles Leclerc, just sixteen days 
his elder, put together a string of poles, wins and podiums. 

m Coinciding with Verstappen’s 22nd birthday, father Jos fired 
a shot across the bows of Red Bull, referring to another “lost 
year” and making lightly veiled threats about forthcoming 
contract renewal negotiations for 2021. But if there was 
frustration, it was mounting on both sides.

m Having secured pole in Mexico, a race he had won for the past 
two years, Max threw away almost certain victory through 
hot-headed impetuousness and misplaced arrogance over 
rules and safety in a dangerous sport.

m But if Mexico was Max at his worst, three weeks later in Brazil, 
the Verstappen-Red Bull-Honda combo fired a resounding 
warning shot for 2020, Honda subsequently demonstrating 
confidence in team and driver by extending commitment  
to 2021.

	 4. McLAREN: 6th Sainz, 11th Norris
m Towards the end of last year two formerly great teams vied 

with each other at the nether regions of the grid. This season, 
as Williams sunk yet further, McLaren soared to ‘Class B’ 
champions. For those struggling on at Grove, the Woking 
revival must have prompted hope and envy in equal measure

m Pre-season testing offered little evidence of a miraculous 
McLaren turnaround, but from France a spate of big points 
scores were registered as the team began to make sense of the 
major aero package introduced in Spain.

m A dearth of points when the season resumed in September 
proved temporary as over the final rounds the MCL34 was 
frequently ‘best of the rest’ in the hands of Carlos Sainz.

m Although rookie Lando Norris demonstrated his raw speed 
by besting Sainz 11/10 in their qualifying head-to-head, 
the experienced Spaniard normally held the upper hand 
on Sunday. But together they made a good pairing, both 
chipping into the points haul and exhibiting a cooperation and 
camaraderie that reflected the new spirit in the team.

m Under new leadership from Andeas Seidl, recruited from 
overseeing Porsche’s WEC successes, a well-drilled race team 
was steadily emerging.

m The arrival of Seidl and James Key as Technical Director were 
crucial steps in Zak Brown’s rebuilding process, but clearly it is 
still work in progress, evidenced by announcements of a new 
windtunnel to be built at Woking and a return to Mercedes 
power units in 2021.

	 5. RENAULT: 9th Ricciardo, 14th Hülkenberg
m Last season, having attained the absolute minimum required 

of a works team by topping the midfield battle, Renault 
entered 2019 full of optimism that they would now narrow the 
performance gap to the ‘big three’. 

m Led by new signing Daniel Ricciardo and an extensively new 
car design in the R.S.19, expectations were high that even 
if podium finishes remained out of reach, the gap to pole 
position, a performance litmus test, would be cut appreciably.

m The stark reality of round 1 in Melbourne was that both cars 
were two seconds off pole, neither driver qualifying in the 
top 10. Exasperatingly, there would also be encouraging 
performances on occasion such as Montreal, where Ricciardo 
qualified P4 (0.8s off pole), and Monza P5 (0.5s). This 
inconsistency, and the modest progress made with upgrades, 
suggested Renault did not have a full understanding of the 
weaknesses affecting the R.S.19 chassis.

m And it did seem to be the chassis, as this year the Power Unit, 
habitually regarded as Renault’s Achilles' heel, had made a 
significant step over the winter although reliability remained 
suspect. This improvement was evidenced first by Montreal 
and Monza, both power circuits, and second by the results  
for McLaren.

m Comparison with customer team McLaren didn’t make Renault 
look good. Using an identical power unit, the Woking cars 
frequently out-qualified those from Enstone. Further, Renault 
suffered the added indignity of losing their ‘best of the rest’ 
status in the Constructors’ Championship to McLaren and their 
comparatively inexperienced and inexpensive (c. $17m less!) 
driver pairing.

m Ricciardo represented a massive added cost for Renault but 
the R.S.19 fell well short of what he needed to deliver big 
points consistently. Dan took a while to adjust to the car, 
particularly under braking, but soon held the upper hand 
against established teammate Nico Hülkenberg, in qualifying 
12/8, and points earned, 54/37.

m For 2020 Hülkenberg will make way for Estaban Ocon who had 
been due to join the Regie this year. He ended up sitting out 
the season when Ricciardo was recruited in his stead. Now it 
was Hülkenberg left without a seat. 

m Hülkenberg leaves F1 with the unenviable record of most race 
starts without a podium finish (177), and in his final season yet 
another chance slipped by at his home race in Germany.

m In Japan Renault had both cars disqualified when the FIA 
ruled that although their brake bias adjustment system 
that exploited ‘certain ambiguities in the regulations’ was 
technically legal, nonetheless it was an illegal driver aid. It 
transpired that the origins of the system could be traced back 
to 2015 when the team ran as Lotus.

m But it was an embarrassing episode for a major manufacturer 
and couldn’t have happened at a worse time. In the wake of the 
Carlos Ghosn scandal a new management team announced a 
“deep review” of Renault’s global strategy including Formula 1.

m At around the same time McLaren announced they would be 
switching their engine supply contract to Mercedes from 2021. 
This leaves Renault with no customer teams after next year, 
perhaps simplifying the path towards F1 withdrawal. Such 
an outcome would be unfortunate as Renault has good staff, 
good facilities, a good budget and good drivers. But in 2019 it 
just didn’t come together.

	 6. TORO ROSSO: 7th Gasly, 13th Kvyat
m The departure of technical director James Key to McLaren 

required a strategic rethink at Toro Rosso. It led to a closer 
collaboration with parent company Red Bull in the use of listed 
parts, shifting the team closer to the B-team model of Haas. 
Also assisted by the familiarity of a second year with Honda, it 
produced a car quick enough to fight in the highly competitive 
midfield pack.

m With Hartley dropped and Gasly promoted to Red Bull, the 
new driver line-up for 2019 included an old hand. Having 
spent 2018 on the Ferrari simulator, Kvyat returned a far more 
rounded driver for a third spell at STR, Daniil joined by rookie 
Alexander Albon. 

m Albon, a F2 race winner last year, had been dropped from the 
Red Bull Junior Team in 2012, but by maintaining contacts now 
found himself in F1. And it was about to get even better.

m By the summer break Albon had impressed enough to be 
promoted to the senior Red Bull team, which with nine rounds 
still to race was a considerable accolade for a rookie. The 
unfortunate driver making the switch the other way was Pierre 
Gasly, who, once relieved of top-team pressure, was soon 
performing superbly once again. 
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m Indeed, it was Gasly who brought the team there greatest 
moment of 2019 with a P2 finish at the Brazilian GP. This 
podium, and Kvyat’s excellent P3 podium in Germany, came 
sensationally close to denying Renault P5 in the Constructors’ 
standings.

	 7. RACING POINT: 10th Pérez, 15th Stroll
m On February 19 the Silverstone-based team officially became 

Racing Point under the ownership of the Lawrence Stroll-led 
consortium. Team Principal Otmar Szafnauer and Technical 
Director Andy Green continued to run the set-up that fielded 
drivers Sergio Pérez and Lance Stroll. 

m The boss’s son had transferred over from Williams to take the 
seat of Estaban Ocon while in August it was announced that 
these two would be the 2020 line-up with Pérez signing a 
three-year deal until 2022. This would bring his tenure with 
the ‘Silverstone’ team to nine seasons.

m There were some decent results this year, such as sixth for 
Pérez in Azerbaijan and Stroll's fourth place in Germany when 
he also briefly took the lead, and points-scoring frequency 
improved towards the close of the season. But the RP19 had 
been built in “financial turmoil” and simply wasn't consistent 
enough, the drivers initially struggling with instability at  
corner entry.

m For the first time since 2012 the team failed to break the  
one-hundred Constructors’ points threshold, having been, 
in their 2016/17 heyday, ‘Class-B’ winners with fourth place 
in the standings. Over the past three seasons points have 
plummeted 187, 111, 73, the team placed seventh this year. 

m Promised extra investment manifested itself initially in the 
building of a new factory and in view of such distractions, this 
season will probably be regarded as a year of transition and 
consolidation as the team regroups for a brighter future. 

	 8. ALFA ROMEO: 12th Räikkönen, 17th Giovinazzi
m From sponsor last year, Alfa Romeo assumed team identity in 

2019, the celebrated Italian marque returning to F1 for the first 
time since 1985. Of course in all but name it remained Sauber-
Ferrari, but adoption of the Alfa moniker enhanced the team’s 
budget and forged yet closer links with Ferrari.

m Under Fred Vasseur this was the most improved team last  
year, Charles Leclerc contributing greatly to that success.  
So a straight swop between Charles and Kimi Räikkönen from 
Ferrari made a great deal of sense, filling the inevitable driver 
performance gap with Räikkönen’s experience and points-
scoring aptitude.

m And Kimi, who began his F1 career at Sauber in 2001, didn’t 
disappoint with a string of points finishes topped by P4 in 
Brazil. As the season wore on, teammate and Ferrari Junior 
Antonio Giovinazzi was quicker in qualifying, but tended to 
struggle in the races. Championship points for the pair of 
43/14 illustrate Kimi’s value to the team.

m But it was Giovinazzi in Singapore who created a small piece 
of history by being the first race leader in an Alfa Romeo for 36 
years. Indeed Antonio was the first in four seasons to lead a 
lap in a car not from the ‘big-three’ teams.

m Alfa finished eighth in the standings and wouldn’t have 
finished any higher even with the additional ten points  
that were docked when both cars were disqualified for 
employing a form of traction control as they powered off  
the Hockenheim grid.

m In one guise or another Sauber has been a fixture in F1 for  
27 years, realising one race victory under the auspices of  
BMW in 2008. So just as the Enstone and Silverstone teams, 
it was equally good to see the Hinwil team with potential for 
upward mobility.

	 9. HAAS: 16th Magnussen, 18th Grosjean
m Following an impressive 2018, this was a wretched year for 

Team Haas on and off track. In the highly competitive midfield 
they slumped from fifth to ninth in the Constructors’ standings 
struggling more then most to understand the intricacies of the 
2019 Pirellis.

m Were wind tunnel/track correlations at the root of their 
difficulties, or did a chassis from Dallara and extensive ‘listed 
parts’ from Ferrari limit the depth of knowledge required to 
fully understand their VF-19.

m Over a race weekend the car could be quick, but an inability to 
generate or maintain operating tyre temperatures caused pace 
to fluctuate, and once temperatures fell, regaining heat and 
therefore performance proved problematic.

m Car upgrades didn’t fix it and the team even began to run two 
different specs to compare the latest version with the original 
Melbourne-spec that had successfully qualified and raced to 
‘Class B’ honours in round one.

m Both drivers experienced this disastrous scenario that wasn’t 
helped by a further spate of erratic form by Grosjean and 
repeated on-track clashes with teammate Kevin Magnussen, 
for which both drivers were probably equally culpable.

m When Hülkenberg became available in August the team gave 
serious consideration to replacing Romain but finally decided 
to retain the volatile Franco-Swiss driver for a fifth year.

m Off-track woe occurred in September when Team Haas parted 
ways with its somewhat bizarre title sponsor Rich Energy. 
This and the substantial four-place prize money drop in the 
Constructors’ Championship means funding will be under 
severe pressure for 2020.

	 10. WILLIAMS: 19th Kubica, 20th Russell
m Sad. It’s the only word that sums up the plight at Williams. From 

the humiliation of just seven points scored last season, surely 
the only way was up? Not so. The new car was two-and-a-half 
days late for pre-season testing, showed no pace at all, and 
finally fell foul of the FIA that declared several parts illegal.

With a sixth title apiece, Hamilton and 
Mercedes remained dominant, but burgeoning 
rivalries between Lewis, Verstappen and 
Leclerc added spice to an eventful 2019
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1 739 GER Mercedes F1 W10 Mercedes-Benz 1.6 V6t Hybrid GER 21 15 9 17 21 696 10 9
2 504 ITA Ferrari SF90 Ferrari 1.6 V6t Hybrid ITA 21 3 1 16 10 406 9 6
3 417 AUT Red Bull RB15 Honda 1.6 V6t Hybrid JAP 21 3 6 5 156 2 5
4 145 GBR McLaren MCL34 Renault 1.6 V6t Hybrid FRA 21 1
5 91 FRA Renault R.S.19 Renault 1.6 V6t Hybrid FRA 21
6 85 ITA Toro Rosso STR14 Honda 1.6 V6t Hybrid JAP 21 2
7 73 CAN Racing Point RP19 Mercedes-Benz 1.6 V6t Hybrid GER 21
8 57 SUI Alfa Romeo C38 Ferrari 1.6 V6t Hybrid ITA 21 1 4
9 28 USA Haas VF-19 Ferrari 1.6 V6t Hybrid ITA 21 1
10 1 GBR Williams FW42 Mercedes-Benz 1.6 V6t Hybrid GER 21
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m Four days after testing ended, chief technical officer Paddy 
Lowe took leave of absence for ‘personal reasons’ and in June 
relinquished his directorship and departed the company. At 
this point Williams drafted in co-founder and former technical 
chief Patrick Head to afford a little stability.

m On track the FW42 was dire. Drivers George Russell and  
Robert Kubica endlessly qualified at the back of the grid, one 
second or more behind their slowest opponent, which usually 
meant two to three seconds off pole. Things improved in 
Hungary when Russell almost reached Q2, but in the second 
half of the season the car was still unable to get on terms with 
the back of the midfield.

m Exacerbating the problems was the performance of Robert 
Kubica. The former GP winner was whitewashed 21/0 by rookie 
Russell in qualifying, sometimes by as much as one second. His 

return to F1 eight years after such debilitating injuries was a 
triumph of courage and determination, but Williams in turmoil 
was hardly the setting in which to reinvent himself.

m Of the diverse reasons proffered for his troubled season, 
the kindest judgment was that Robert never mastered the 
mysteries of the 2019 Pirelli’s, but it was probably a confluence 
of factors.

m Ironically, it was Kubica not George Russell who earned the 
team’s single point this year, and then only after others were 
disqualified. George acquitted himself extremely well on and 
off track, demonstrating all the qualities that made him 2018 
F2 champion, as well as demonstrating admirable loyalty to  
a team in desperate trouble.

m But there was no giving up at Williams, signified by a new  
five-year deal for Mercedes power units.

1 413 GBR Lewis Hamilton Mercedes 21 11 6 19 5 511 5 6 1
2 326 FIN Valtteri Bottas Mercedes 21 4 11 6 185 5 3
3 278 NLD Max Verstappen Red Bull-Honda 21 3 6 5 156 2 3
4 264 MCO Charles Leclerc Ferrari 21 2 8 8 246 7 4
5 240 GER Sebastian Vettel Ferrari 21 1 8 7 160 2 2
6 96 ESP Carlos Sainz McLaren-Renault 21 1
7 95 FRA Pierre Gasly Red Bull-Honda (12)

Toro Rosso-Honda (9)
21

1
2

8 92 THA Alexander Albon Toro Rosso-Honda (12)
Red Bull-Honda (9)

21

9 54 AUS Daniel Ricciardo Renault 21
10 52 MEX Sergio Pérez Racing Point-Mercedes 21
11 49 GBR Lando Norris McLaren-Renault 21
12 43 FIN Kimi Räikkönen Alfa Romeo-Ferrari 21
13 37 RUS Daniil Kvyat Toro Rosso-Honda 21 1
14 37 GER Nico Hülkenberg Renault 21
15 21 CAN Lance Stroll Racing Point-Mercedes 21
16 20 DEN Kevin Magnussen Haas-Ferrari 21 1
17 14 ITA Antonio Giovinazzi Alfa Romeo-Ferrari 21 1 4
18 8 FRA Romain Grosjean Haas-Ferrari 21
19 1 POL Robert Kubica Williams-Mercedes 21
20 0 GBR George Russell Williams-Mercedes 21
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	 FAREWELL
m Those lost to Formula 1 during 2019 were: Jean-Pierre van 

Rossem 73, Charlie Whiting 66 (see Governance and Politics), 
Hubert Hahne 84, Niki Lauda 70, Robin Herd 80 and Nanni 
Galli 79.

m The loss of Niki Lauda was deeply felt throughout Formula 1, 
most acutely by Toto Wolff and Lewis Hamilton who, in their 
differing roles at Mercedes, benefitted from Lauda’s wise 
counsel in the winning of six double championships.

m From a run-of-the-mill debut at his home Grand Prix in 1971, 
few would have predicted that over the c. 50 years to follow, 
one of the most extraordinary and colourful F1 storylines was 
about to unfold. For what marked Andreas Nikolaus Lauda out 
from the rest was not just three Drivers’ World Championships 
in 1975, 1977 and 1984, but the strength of character and 
potent human qualities he displayed in a life spent both within 
Grand Prix racing and beyond.

m It was as much for Niki the man as for Lauda the champion 
that Formula 1 mourned the great Austrian with such respect 
and admiration.

m As a works March driver in 1972, Lauda’s path crossed with 
that of Robin Herd, the highly respected engineer and co-
founder of March Engineering. Designer of the March cars 
that delivered three race wins over seven seasons, Herd is 
also known for designing for Bruce McLaren in his early foray 
into F1 and Can-Am, notably the race winning M7A, and 
subsequently penning the stillborn Cosworth ‘Mallite’ 4WD  
car of 1969. 

	 GOVERNANCE AND POLITICS
m Two very different but equally momentous events occurred  

at either end of the 2019 season that would affect both 
present and future legislative and regulatory aspects of 
Formula 1. The first, just before the first round in Australia, 
was the sudden death of Charlie Whiting, Race Director, Safety 
Delegate and Technical arbiter. Second, at round 18 in Austin, 
Texas, the long awaited 2021 regulations transformation was 
finally unveiled.

m A pillar of the sport for over 30 years, Charlie Whiting was 
the lead official responsible for track and car safety at every 
F1 race, together with adherence to and interpretation of 
technical and procedural rules and regulations. In short, he 
was F1’s travelling overseer and referee. Highly respected, his 
calm demeanour and genial personality made him the perfect 
man for a difficult job. His death was widely mourned and the 
void he left hard to fill.

m Indeed, no single person replaced Charlie’s array of 
responsibilities, the position of Race Director going to 
Australian Michael Masi. Comparatively early in his tenure, 
at the Canadian GP, he and the Stewards were faced with a 
contentious decision to invoke a penalty in the name of safety 
that changed the outcome of the race. 

m Two races later in Austria, the Stewards were again called 
upon to make a ruling affecting the winner. This time, after 
lengthy deliberation, and despite dubious car-on-car contact, 
no penalty was given, the decision justified in the spirit of ‘let 
them race’, a mantra that had been gathering momentum 
since the Canada controversy.

m An open-wheel formula, ‘Rubbin’ is racin’’ has never been 
part of F1, yet the upshot of these events seemed to alter 
that premise, giving the green light to drivers that car-on-car 
contact is acceptable at the discretion of the Stewards as to 
what is considered safe and fair. This more lenient approach 
was endorsed by the reintroduction of the diagonal black and 
white flag at Monza, a warning to a driver that his driving 
conduct is borderline.

m Another difficult weekend Michael Masi had to contend with 
was the death of young Anthoine Hubert, aged 22, during the 
F2 race supporting the Belgian GP. This tragic incident was a 
reminder for all those in motorsport that its inherent dangers 
are omnipresent and that complacency is the enemy.

m The new technical, sporting, governance and financial rules 
for 2021 announced at the end of October were the fruit of 
two years of discussion between F1’s foremost stakeholders, 
the teams, the FIA governing body, and the commercial rights 
holder Liberty Media.

m The principle purpose of the new for 2021 regulations was 
to create closer racing between cars and between teams, 
technical rules primarily addressing the former, financial rules 
the latter.

m Approved unanimously by the FIA’s World Motorsport Council, 
the proposals assumed a tacit caveat that such a dramatic 
overhaul would require detail development and refinement  
in upcoming months.

m F1 reacted to evermore vociferous public protest against 
global warming by announcing its twin aims of sustainability 
by 2025 and a net zero carbon footprint by 2030.

m During 2019 new 5-year deals were struck for the continuation 
of the British and Italian Grands Prix, the saving of these 
classic races a relief to all, especially with a 25-race calendar 
part of the plans for 2021 and beyond. 

m On 14th April 2019, at Shanghai’s International Circuit, 
Formula 1 celebrated the 1000th race counting towards the 
FIA World Drivers’ Championship that began 70 years ago at 
Silverstone on the 13th May 1950. Somehow it seemed fitting 
that victory in this special landmark event went to Lewis 
Hamilton, winner of a sixth Drivers’ title in 2019.


